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INTRODIUCTION
The fox squirrel, indigenous to much of the forested
land lying east of the prairies is a well-known species.
At the present time it is most common in the Central, Guf,
and Lake;states, 'and it 1ishere that it ismost pop r as
a game species. Sportsmen of the Northcentral and Xalr
states howeQerg consider the fox and the gray squrr el
of m~chles sporting value tean the other small g e
species. In spite of this opinion, hunting returns for
Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, and adjoining states show that
a very large umber of squirrels are taken annually. o
instance, in Wisconsin N the reported kill of squirrels Is
greater thanthat ofr and othersmall game, except rabbitp
s he regarded V'LI e of squirrels as game species in-
creases as one goes aouth, ieaching it height of popl-
3arity in Texas where Good0 ( ( 5P p. 070) reports the
desirabl yofsaquirrels ap;game to be only second to
quail.
P0so4blythe major reason why these animals are fre-
quently disregarded as game by the sportsmen is due to the
factthat approximately 80 percent of the ,killIs made
with shotg ins. How many hunters would shoot a pheasant
sitting or running on the ground?
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o squireels, as wel as thei dray relative4,have
~exe4 American history.and .: di well. Squirrel
stew held an important place inthe diet of ''the pioneers.'
The squirrel, the houn-dog, and the oarmountain boy
with his long rifle form a traditional triangle that. is
only eq.eled by the Parkey, his dog, an dhis 3tpose uftl,
The enormous annual tom squirrel kill indicates that
t hes- animals should be managed on a basis comparative
with the other seemingly more desirable species.
Unlike the gray squirrel, fox squirrels, particularly
the western race, have adapted themselves very well to the
changes in their environment brought abort by the settle-
ment of the country, and have even pioneered rto terrn
tory that was formerlyheld by the gray species This
seems to indicate th t the foe tsquirrel is 'the' more desir..h$
able of the tw spec i formanagement.
A1o the, phesenfe timtheypr nowledge of jphe lif. history
and eol g of this species :is quite incomplete, and while
itai ensy d severa states, findings
vary~y greatly, ;dvto, o' doubt,> to, differences in the physical,
al smatic,'biotic, and nutritional factors of each locality.
Many of those differences a to be fend;in the more common
l1terat ~e while others ,can be- show$by a mo1te intensive
study of library material supple mnted av1 th field data from
various localities.
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'the ato sqiirr~ are -classified vin the,,order Rodeeotia,
su. 4raroiae, familycuidae, and suamy
Sciriae, 'and as with most other truze tree asq;ii4relea they
are placed in the genus Sciurus "(from Gr.. o~o or
squirrel; literally, 'sehada..tailed,' from fir. 'sia shade+
eu aii allus ion to the animal t habit of si tti~g.
asitwE ere .In the, shade ,of its own tail i'O (Hat p, l )
The fo c s;,uirrelb, toge th6r* ith th# Apaohe Squfrr lI
Sa rusaeache Alez; Arizona Gray 8quirz'tl Sciurus ani
4 . ** onensis. anizoriensi .;ocues;'and the' Uuoae1;via Grayr Squirrel,
Sciurus arizonensis huachuca Allen; 'ale the United States r p e e t t v s f h ~ e u ,G e l n;ru
restricted to Noartht and South , MeiCa. T saubgenus
a amn othr waygs dif'fers f'romn the s,4' 1enera, ai ir the~
,t gray a uirre2~; nd Taiiasciurus, the; red quar el1' by
the fact that it.as :but a total of 20 .teeth wh.ereas the,
other 'two have:2 k~ tenth. The dental ,f ormhulas are:
I. , 1;0;I 'o '.,;h.,s 20 fox equinrels4
a 3
I.,.; 0. , c; P. ,2 ; MI., 3' ; edand4 par-y squirrels,
I' 0o
The fox squirreU, are -the largest 'o the' 1ortkz American
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Varboreal rsquirrels', and also the miost, Variable in cD0oo
(Anthony 19535 p. 258). Size, therefore, togeth er with the
rusty- to blackisy teolbatio, aids in disacinguis141 itr
from the reds a144 often the grays although in the -ese of
the. latter',dentition, may be the easiest'and mest poitlve
method.
At.E resent timeo sevenl subsrpecies at fo squirrels'4
are reognized+ by Miler, (1993 pp. 2511227) Map 1. shows
rouighly ,their, present: dl tribution.,
Like® most other spec .+s of wi.de di.stri buttiozi, Sciirus
s~gr is "nown by man~ namesf amorv them the mos t ouim
a'ini ,fog squireL, ri~ e: squirrel, red-tailed squirrel,
c~t aui±~1w ® *emeioed iact sqirrel, and elow belt-
1 fgOt6 n1928p 82) nh ae: fox ' quirrel,
htwev~~ 14 the~ one most coimnonly us ed.
L ciMeu~ named the speciesa Sbuu i® in l158, from t
spaerim9ens" :that"'were rprobably taken in rSouth Carolina anid
"t ~which, are now classified as Sciurus nig'ern ier< and are
*commonly known as Catesby's a lack Fox. Squirrel. wing.k4
to the many different color phases found ;ina the "group, many
specific and subspeoifio names were givten to -them. A4idubonh
and Baehmn, (1849) reootnized twenty-foir different f ore~s .
17 iser Linnaeus Syst. Nat. , ed. 10,
I, p. 0wuu d n 'ue: io
Nat. Hist.+ MU77TY 7&
f5
Extreme variations in habits and habitats of the group throgh-
out its range probably also accounted for some of the many
scientific names used in the past.
The following list., taken from Miller (1923 pp. 225 -
227) gives the more commonly used names of the past:
Sciurus niger niger Linnaeus. Catesby's Black Fox Squirrel.
Sciurus niger Linnaeus, Syst. Nat., ed. 10, Vol. I, p.64.
ciurus n er n perTrue, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Vol. 7, (1884) p. 595.
1885 (Part).
Sciurus niger avicennia Howell Mangrove Fox Squirrel.
Sciurus niger avicennia Howell, Jour., Mamm.;
Vol.I, p. 37, Nov. , 1919.
Sciurus niger neglectus (Gray), Northern Fox Squirrel.
Macroxus nelectus Gray, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist.
Ser.3, Vol. 20, p. 425. Dec. 1867.
Sciurus niger cinereus True, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,
Vol. 7 , p. . 1885.
Sciurus ludovicianus vicinus Bangs, Proc. Biol.
Soc. Washington, Vol. 10, p. 150. Dec. 28, 1896.
(White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, Greenbrier Co.)
Sciurus ludovicianus ne lectus. Nelson. Proc. Biol.
Soc. Washington, ol , , p. 70. Oct. 31, 1900.
Sciurus ni er ne lectus. Osgood. Proc. Biol. Soc.
Washington, o. 2, p. 45. April 18, 1907.
Sciurus niger byranti H. H. Bailey Byrant Fox Squirrel
Sciurus ni9er b ranti Bailey-Bailey Mus. and Libr.
a. * s *ewpor News, Va., Bull. No. 1, p. 1.
Aug. 1, 1920.
Sciurus niger rufiventer (Geoffroy) Western Fox Squirrel.
1803 Sciurus rufiventer Geoffroy, Catl. Mamm. Mus.
a. s - a . ,Paris, p. 170.
1806 Sciurus ludoviceanus Custis Barton's Med. and
P ys. Jour.~Vol. , pt. , p. 47.
1885 Sciurus nigerludovicianus True, Proc. U. S.
Nat. us., Vol. 7 (1804) p. 595, 1885.
1907 Sciurus niger rufiventer Osgood Proc. Biol.
Soc. Wash. Vol. 20, p. 44. April 18, 1907.
S urusniertexlanus (Babh a) Bachman Fox Squirrel
1838 Sdiutus texianus Baohman, Pro2. Zool., Soc.
London, 86
1907 8ciur a ni er texianus Osgood Proc., Biol.
Soc. WsII Vo*,.2,tp. April 18, 1907
Sciurus niger liritis (Baird), Texas Fox Squirrel.
18b5 Sciuru> limitis Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila-
delpao. 7, p. 1 .
1896 Sciurus ludovicianus limitis Bangs. Proo.
Bio1.oo. ash., Vol. , p. 147. Dec. 28, 1896.
1907 Sciurus niger limitis Osgood, Proc. Biol. Soc.
Wash Vol. 20, p. 47. Apr. 18, 1907.
Descri tion of the Various Races
The first described fox quirrel was theblack squirrel.
of South Carolina, one of the three color phases of the
race S. 'n. niger Pelage of he black phase varies from a
glossy black to partly black to dark brown in color, except-
ing the ears and nose which are always white. Grading
fr~oxzthe dark brown, are the two other color phases, the
buff and the gray. The extreme form is pale smokey-gray
above, including the tail, and white beneath. The crown
.'black or blackish and the nose, ears and feet are white.
Some specimens of this phase have the feet and unders ide
of ta, bifff, thus approaching the next darker phase. In
the buff phase, the upper parts are described as being of a
general tone of pinkish-buff and the underparts, feet, and
lower dide of the tail a clay color or oinnamon-buff (Hlwelll).
Measurements given, by Anthony are: total length, 27 inches;
tail, 12.inc1ies; h nd foot, 3,5 inches.
r
Mangrove squirrel
*ROWe.1 (1919 p. 53) describes this species as being,
"Similar to Scurus niger niger but decidedly smaller;
coloration much darker (more tawny) both, above and below;
feet clearer white (less tinged with bu ) Seton (p. 84)
desoribes it a being much darker and more ta r than the
southern fox squirrel and that it also has feet of a clearer
white. Average measurements given are total length, 21:4
inehes; 10nhes; hind foot, inche.
Northern FoX, uirrel
Said by Anthony (35 p. 256) to be to niger
but color less rusty in hue, nderparts gnerally wh t sh,
ears never white; nose sometimes hit"e Total length, 23£ ;2
inches; tail vertebrae, 11 inches; hind foot, 3 inches."
Seton (1929 p. 83) statee that It is much like the western
form rufiventer, but of "paler colors and usualylwith the
. belly white."
By nt'Fox Squirrel
his ittle .4nown Squirel is described as being ds
ti htly larger than the typical nifer and with the above
* "bluish gray, hickly grizzled with black, ends tipped
th white, sides similar, below white. Nose white. Tail
with a pronounced black stripe on Quter edges." Bailey
(1920 pl). It has the general appearance of the gray phase
Athony 1935 Fox S uirrels in Field Book of North
Ame isin Mammals . 257-259.
8ofnier but without the blackpatch on the head.
Bachman Fox Squirrel
la Sciurus5niger txians i slih tly larger than rufiventer
and smaller thani._ . It has about the same type of color-
ation as the southern fox squirrel, but is sometimes a little
lighter. The ears and nose are less extensively white than
in and the head Wassome black. The belly is either
tawny or whitish' Measurnments given are length, 25
inches; ttii vertebrae J Linches; hind foot, 2.7 inches.
Wsern oxqui rel
Sciurus nir 'ufiv eter, perhaps by far the most common
fob 8quirrel regarsled by Anthony ('35 p 253) to be
smaller than typ cal niger, but Seton (1929 p. 82) reports
a Michigan female in his collection to weigh 2 1/4 pounds.
Other records of individuals of a Comparable weight are
not uncommon. This subspecies can be distinguished from
its neighboring forms in that its nose and ears are never
white. The general color pattern is quite variable but
"usually tawny brown grizzled with gray above, and pale
rufous or yellowish brown below." The tail is mixed with
black, but individuals especially the young having tails
with long white hairs along the edges are frequently taken.
Melanism and Albinism
Melanism is frequently found in the . race, and
as mentioned previously, it was from this dark form that
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the' speoiflo nam~e was received. Perhgps 4all ,other rakes
aso have me abiiatic d' at least partial. melaz atte in-
divifdtalp.4 ere 'is o o ,skin of a partial.,ieiazIistie:phae
orf a ITy' ~ner. squ4.rrgJ4 in the collection cif hb:.tniv refity
Museum a thte presezt±tre. The underparts,"tet c hl~
lowerpOrtion of #the",1eg, the nose, and crown are b1 ok.
Gib~s (89a p.p151) reports of a partially melanistic
squi 'rel that had the chin, throat, belly,. breast., -and in-.
si e" fthie .. eg black. E 'thougbht that it might have bee
foax-bla k sqirol W° .ood,(1923 p.22) z prtsof
another sinIi-ai f ox sqtiel that was takea"gear .Mn.,MAbcor4
Nov ~,1910, that bad "the whole 'undersaide Jhet black."
Kennioot t 6 era s of .fox .squirrels having..blac unde~'paz'ta
wthich hey had'. Only senin Southern Wisconsin and. Noz~therra
Illinois.
Partial albinisem among fox squirrels, iin'which the
uxadetarts' are wh.it* are oceasi.onally found, 'baut total,
albinism seends tobe.ve r rare. Wood (1922'No . 123)} re-
ports Qfle albino' fox squirr4i that was taken inashtenaw
county, and is now in the®eoletiova of the Mus~M
of the mutant color phases, albinism °is by fp*r the
least common.
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GENERAL ECOLOGICAL REQUISITES OF
VARIOUS SUBPECIES
It has long been recognized that various plants with
wide distributions adapt themselves to various soil types.
In their centers of distribution, they may be found grow-
ing on several classes of soils, while at their extreme
northerly and southerly linit of distribution, or any
other distribution boundary i. e., altitude, they may be
Touted, growing on but a single soil type. Jack pine, for
an example, can be found on almost any soil, including those
of organic nature, at its center of distribution, the area
north of Lake Superior. At its southern its, the Central
Wisconsin Sand Plain, and the Indiana Dunes, itis. to be
found on these sandy soils and ceases to exist where these
soils intergrade into those of a limesto o rigirt. At
Its northern extreme, Jack pine grows only on limestone
soils. In its region "f optimum growth the climate is
moderately cold. At its southern imits, it of course
tolerates a much warmer climate, but it can only do so on
the acid sandy soils. At the species' northern limits it
tolerates the colder climate, by' growing only on the heavier
limestone soils. Extremes in climate, therefore, may be
a factor in' determining the soil type which a species occupies.
y77f-
Wk4le reading through the literature on the American
Arboreal Squirrels, the author noted that the environmental
requisites offox squirrels differ throughout the country.
This was found to be true in individuals of the same species
and (as environment often creates the animal), usually so
among individuals of'different sub-species.. The cause of
this selectivity may be due to either physical, biotic,
nutritional, or indirect chemical factors.
By gommon consent of most Lake States naturalists,
the Western Fox Squirrel Sciurus niger rufiventer (Goef-
fre is more or less a border species, while our gray
squirrel Sciurus carolinensis leucotis is the squirrel of
the forest. Kennicott (1856 p. 579), writing about the
Western Fox Squirrel recognized this. He states:
The fox squirrel loves neither the lowlands nor the
deep woods, and though found living in the heavily timbered
districts of Indiana and Illinois, it is less at home in
these than in the more open ground. It is properly an in-
habitant of the timber of the prairie regions, and its
favorite habitat is the 'Oak Openinga' of Wisconsin and
Michigan and the groves or edges of the belts of timber
that skirt the streams watering the prairies of Illinois .
Unfortunately, the "Oak Openings" are now gone; but
man in clearing land, has created many small groves com-
parable to them. Thus the range of the fox squirrel was
increased when the lasd was cleared while that of the gray
squirrel was decreased. Early records show that the fox
squirrel, although native to Southern Michigan, was to be
found only in limited areas. The first record of a fox
t,
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squirrel taken 4inMichigan is given by Sager (1839 p. 412)
and..Baird record one speoimen taken near Ann Aror in 1$59
(pp. 444-448) . It appears that they were uncommon in the
Ann Arbor area for some years. Wood writes that he never
saw a fox squirrel near his home in Lodi Township until
about 1875, and that they were rare for several yeah" ,after
that (1922 p. 14). An examina1i d of surve dap published
in 1843, shows that "woods openings" o cured n Lo T wn
ship'; but that they were noe n T'. r-
With the opening up of the cu9tz the sp o es spread
northward: even entering th" birch-beech-map.e fresti where
its distribution is 1odalized ^ ar1,n_ areas whereo such ape
cies as. red, white;..black and pin oak., butternut, and
bitternut trees are found to constitute a fair portion of
the composition of the stand.
T2e following map (Fig. I) shows the spread of the
fox squ re1 in the State of Michigan and indicates some
of the counties where it, is now to be found (Wood and Dick
pp. 459-46).
It is not to be inferred that the extension of the
mange was only to the north, as the fox squirrel was not
foundin Central Ohio until 1880, and as the sub-species
now found thereis the western type; the extension of the
range also must have been in an easterl direction. Here
again the extensionof the range is the direct result 6
Man's operations. (Chapman, 1936). Chapman also found that
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the fox squirrel requires eighty percent of its home& range
to be in woodlots and twenty percent:. of it, in cultivated
or other open lands; whereas the gray squirzrel requires
all of its home range to be in woods. Here again the fox
squirrel took over the area formerly occupied by the gray
squirrel.
Rufiventer shows its characteristic as an "edge type"
species well in Ohio Indiana, Missouri, Iowa, and Texas,.
but Hamilton (193 p. 310) reporting on its status in
Kentucky speaks of it as being rare except in the heavily
wooded parts where it is not much molested. Welter and
Sollberger (1929 p. 80) also found the fox squirrel to be
"not at all common in Kentucky." In both cases, hunting
may or may .not have been the cause of its scarcity. Hicks
(1938 pp. 418-419) reports that, though the fox squirrel
is found in all of"the counties of Ohio, they are outnumbered
by the gray squirrel four to ten times in the unglaciated
hill country of the southern part of that state. This
would seem to indicate that hunting is not the chief factor
limiting the abundance of the species. It is interesting
to note that both of these areas lie within the chestnut,
chestnut-oak, yellow poplar forest region of the United
States. Here then, soil types may affect squirrel abun-
dance indirectly through the ve'etaton and area supports.
In the northwest porste ofArkansas, Black (1936
pp. 2935) regards the fox squirrel as a species of -th
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prairie edge types, but he found them to prefer the denser
growths of timber. Here again some outside factor such
as temperature, water, or overshooting may be the determiner
of this preference. Kellogg (1937), writing on the race
indigenous to Central and Southern Tennessee, classes the
squirrel as a species that is always found in the bil tim-
ber, but that it prefers the gum and cypress trees of the
swamps.
It may therefore, be concluded that the rufiventer rage
of fox squirrels is primarily an upland border type or an
inhabitant of the smaller upland woodlots in the central,
northern, and western parts of its range, while at its
Southern and southeastern limits it is primarily an inhabi
tant of the extensive and lowland types of forests.
Northern Fox Squirrel - Sciurus niger ne lectus
Distribution - see Figure 2.
Type Locality - New Castle County, East Delaware.
The northern fox squirrel is an inhabitant of the up-
land forests of the Upper Austrzal zone along into the
borders of the Transitional zone. It is a rare species, and
seems to have difficulty in holding its own. The race has
been extinot in Connecticut and New Jersey for some time;
however, Goodwin (1935 p. 18) reports (1842) a record for
that state. A few are yet to be found scattered through-
out Central .Vir#gna Wes t Virginia, to Pennsylvania. In
1903, it was considered, rare ih. Pennsylvania, but it was
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lower Sus quehanxia and inte northwe $ t p~ of )the State
(TRhode4.93p. ,.l. I~ ~lbfd fth pc* a
ever n iLIn Northern' NeaXr acBea 14(8 ~3-
33ea nyto nt~en earsX 4ev in Hefoun
, to be^mor nomon inthle . ot a pitofshmSae
The Northern, fox squirrel 5, i nhike,,atP ;western;,relatve,
ispiariya inhabitant of the ' forestj!rat or thans th
rvooc1lot. It has not pioneered new territory no r inainedt
its umbers'as i :terace ni
Hee hen , is a race' of o osquirrel -thatis een less
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The Black Mangrove Squirrel - ciurus nir a vicennia
Distribution - (see map),
The blackmangrove squirrel, as it is locally called,
is found in th dark, damp forests of black and red man-
grove of the southwest and south coast of Florida. it is,
perhaps the most localized of all the fox squirrels Th
race is reported to be not uncommon, although Howell (1919
pp. 36-37) saw only one in several days of hunting.
While this squirrel arose from Sciurus niger niter,
its environment corresponds more closely with that of the
Western sub-spedies at its Southeastern limits of distri-
bution.
The Carolina Fox Squirrel Sciurus nier nr inn.)
Type locality - Southern South Carolina.
Distribution (see map)
This squirrel is a dweller of the .ry pine forest and
is seldom found in the bottom.. ands which is the e iron-
ment of the gray squirrel (Ho el1 1921 pp; 64-67).
Audubon and Bachman (1849 pp 3O-5) con s idered .t to ;s ow
a preferenoe for the lighter stands of pine interspe sed
with oak and hickory, azd in the mountairidua region of
Northern Alabama they range into the oak-pine-hiikory for-
sts of the moist situations. The sub-species is also oc-
casionally found in the cypresp swamps along the coast.
The Carolina fox squirrel is said to be only locally common,
17
and may be absent from large areas as the result of over-
shooting and the destruction of Ahe environment.
TheoTexas;Fox.suirrel seiurus ni er texianus (Bachman)
Type loolity - Coast of Louisiana or Mississippi.
Distribution -Coast regions of Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Alabama.
Like the Carolina fox squirrel, this race also akes
its home in the pineries of the South, but it is not en-
ti el confined to this vegetation as it likewise enters
the upland deociduous forests (Bailey 1905 p .75). In
spite of its.name, this squirrel is not found in Texas,
but occuri tn Southern Louisiana, through Mississippi and
the greater part of Alabama. Again like its eastern rela
tive, it is only common localy.
Qciurus nierlimitis (Baird)
Type locality - Devils River, Valverde County, Texas.
Distribution - Western Texas and Northeastern Mexico.
The sub-speaes inhabits the timber along the streams
of the half-forested mesquite region where it feeds upon
the nuts of cypress, pecan, walnut, hickory, and oak.
They are quite closely limited to the stream and ravine
forests, but are occasionally found on the ridges between
the rivers.
18
PAST HISTORY
Little information on the primitive numbers is to be
found in : the accounits of the old-time observers. Seton
('29 p.86) is offthe opinion that the species was always
less numerous than the gray, which he thinks outnumbered
it .O to 1. Bachman ('49 p. 135) writes to the effect that
when field corn was green in the milk stage farmers were
forced to guard their cornfields with guns and "In this
way thousands of fox squirrels were destroyed during the
green corn season."
Steere (1880 p. 198), in'a "List of Birds and Maals"
Ann Arbor treports that he had seen at least fifty, gathered
together (in this way) in the spring of 1877 near Professor
TenBrook's house and others speak of still larger gather-
ings. He did not know the reason for these congregations.
An account of squirrel abundance in Missouri for the
year 1919, is given by Seton (p.26) where one observer
estimated that he saw 100,000 fox and gray squirrels during
one day while hunting in the hill country of that state.
The same author reports that "it is not unusual for a gun-
ner to get 40 or 50 fox squirrels a day even yet." (1929).
The more solitary habits of the species, together with
the fact that unlike the gray, fox squirrels migrated only
19
aporadically and locally and in much smaller numbers un-
doubtedly accounts for the fact that little literature on
past numbers is to be found. The total population of the
western race is perhaps as great now or possibly greater
than it was during primitive times as a result of the
extension of the range.
20
LIFE HISTORY
Mating,
Iossman ('32 p. 891) and his co-workers found that the
cyclic atrophy and hypertrophy of the genital organs are
hot marked In either the male fox and gray squirrels as ahown'
from the following records. Gray and fox squirrels with
large testes and genital glands, although not all active
sexually, but "not markedly atrophied, were taken on the
following dates of the year:
Fox Squirrels Gray Squirrels
2 taken January 18 1 taken January 4
1, February 11 2 February 5
1 April 6 1 April 27
1 April 16 1 May15
1 May 15 May 29
1 October 18 1 December 16
.1 November 8 1 December 19
1 December 22
1 December 27
In addition to these sexually well developed individuals,
the authors reported to have taken sexually immature males
at all times of the year.
Allanson (1933 pp. 79-96) working with the gray
squirrel inz England, also found sexually active individuals
21
throuighout the year and she states that "there is no regu-
lar period of quiescence in the male." She also reports
that of 112 male squirrels, ranging in weight from 240 grams
to 706 grams, that were examined, the weights ofthe two
testes varied from 0.062 grams to 7.4 grams and that sperma-
tozoa are always present in ;testes that weigh more than two
grams per pair. The writer is of the opinion that it is
possible that individual males do not remain continuously
inreproductive, activity.
The female gray squirrel, however, has a rather defi-
nite reproductive cyle. Deansley and Parks (1933 pp,, 77
78), also working with the species in England, found that
of ,&total of 24'pregnant females collected; 13 were found
pregnant during the period of January and April; and 11
pregnant during Jne and July. All female specimens col-
leocted from August to the middle of January were tprepuber-
tal or anestrous with the exception of five which were still
lactating in autumn. Parous squirrels were found to com-
monly breed in spring and sometimes again in summer, while
of the first-year squirrels souls may breed i. spring while
others do not freed until sumer. It as a2eo discovered
that for this species at beast; there wa o oestrus i3.
mediately after parturit on or dnring lactstion.
The reproductive cycle, or what approximates it, is
therefore similar in the males of.both 'te fox and gray
squirrels and existing literature indicates that it is
also quite as imilar in the females of the 2 species.
22"
Reporting on Seusns3iiger in Texas G6odrum (1938
p. 670) found from records of 550 specimens examined that
there are two litters per year; the first brood develops
principally during the period of December 15 to May 15, and
the second, July 15 t Deember 15. Bennitt and Nagel
(1937 p. 85), although they have no definite proof, are also
under the impression that in Missouri there are two broods
of young annually. Svihla (1931 p. 155) reports that in
young fox squirrels in Michiganaat least six months.old
and perhaps not more than eight, the testes become notice-
able and that about a"month later the testes measured
approximately three oentiieters inlorig diameter; at which
time the young males woud attempt copulation. Thisas
during the latter part of 06tobe .
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fTIME OF BREEDIN9G,t,.
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A might be expected, the breeding season of the spe
cies hthe southern portions of its range preced these
in the northern area though only slightly. Some breed ng
dates , tken from reported obe tIon in young are
State
.exas
2nd
S. Carolina
S. Carolina
Kansas
Missouri
Indiana
Indiana
ate
Nov.1 o pri..
June 1Ito Sept. I
M ddle NQv. toIDec. 15
Christmas week .
End December
Christmas week
December OMarch
Dec 6ber or Jan.
Observers
Good'um
Goodrum
Audubon Bachman
Audubon Bachn
Linsdale
seton
Staddard
ad
Whilethe above dat are vy incompete, they do show
that forsome reason latitude has little effect on the time
of the brepding seasor. The more complete recdrds for,
i chigan show the long breeding season quite wel Data
taken from reports of young squirrels, and subtracting,
60 days asthe gestation period, and an estimated period
r the nursing period gives us the following data
Some chronology records given"by Seton ('29 p 46)
onAthegrysquirrel provide the following: duration of
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the blind period .s 37 "ays, and 'the: report~d !ag e when fox
°z Squirrels are forced ,to leave ,the home 4104is8 10 or 12
weeks. r r .A. J.1laoholson of Austin, 'texas, writes Me
that the lAind priod S4f young, fox squirrels is, approxi-u
Intl ek nd that te are aprozimatoly 9 weeks old
when they firstleave 'the nest., both reports ire quite . imi-
l ar to those -of Setok f or the,,sray a qui.xeX1. 4
Dr. H. W. mos suan of the University of Wis cons in w.tes
me that he has definite evidence: that fox .- quirrels in Wis-
consin may produce twro litters pr year. He had recordsr
on 55 female fox sauirrals as well as 4~ female grays.
He writers:
*a . Also there arQ twao tosquirrel steken Mtay. 22.,
1931 , and '.,June 9, 1936, which were, la Latin . an in pro-
es trma. Another on July 14, :1934,. had, embryo' 'in the early
limb-bud stage and large, nipplesIndicating ,that she had
recently'nursed alitter. These fv niMal (two grays,)
show beyond;a doubt that both fox and.. gray squirrels' may
breed :twice In one ygear, r :perhaps more ac rately-, twioe
in one, breeding' season. Svidenee from both ,males and fe-
males in mygollection indicates that in Southern Wisconsin,
the: breeding season extends-, fro* about the middle °of Decem'
brto Aagust With 'occas ionaI at ~othr t Lmes. Zn r®gark.,
to 'the latter, there is one fox squirrel taken *on Octobe4 r. 2,
1938, which was lactating 'prof'usely, 'but had very iall
placent4 scars. Of course, she.'might 'have bred. as early
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asman's earliest cases of estrum or of embryos too
earl to detect grossly are
Gray squirrel 17 1/25/32 "Late unattached uterine
morula."
Fox squirre 9 1633 "Estri by gross examiation"
fox squirrel 29 1/21 Vaginal plug and 1.-cel3w
ebrryo in tube
Moasman goes on to say that his ".. general be
lie- about breeding season of the gray d thef ox sqirrels
in $eut ehe , iconsin is that they norma br from i-
Dembe Augt with the peas -in January and ebruar
{and In June a d - A. Mos t of thevery early or"verydate
and intermpd ate pnes (that is in April and ay0) are irst
mang ably young born very early or er late th0
eoeding year =ont believe young born in the pring
breed he sa mer. Female chipmunks do this, although
t alesd ' n tu'a until the follosing spring it
aeees to me that the ntat and suMMer pes of repzoductive
, ctivit cannot be regarded as properly; representing tw
separate breeding seasons, for I have no evidence that the
testes of the males degenerate in the interim. Inred
squirrels, this condition does occur, alhou even here
the genital organsof the males do not regress as ompletely
during the late spring as they do in the fall. Perhaps
the fox and gray squirrels at the more central or scuthern
part of theirr do have two distinct sason The
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reas are aore hard and might be expected to be more co
pletel adatet tthis climate than the other. "
a uirrels andtox squirrels have, therefore, very
similar rep oductie habits as seen b the above work and
ts omparison wth that done 6h the gray squirrel.
Th these data hold true for Southern Michigan s indicated
om the ng breeding obse'vat i:
A'prxima eTine
Late December o an.
Late Mrh
May-June
June-July
Jnuary to February
Jnuay ,
Observer
D. L. Allen
D. L. Allen
*: L.Allen
M. Gaige.
f.RSvihla
IHartman
How Determined
General, direct
report
1 observation
report Esti
mated from young
report. Esti-
mated from young
1report. Esti
Mated from young
1 report Esti-
mated from young
1 report. Esti-
mated from, young
1 repor Esti
mated frow7 oung
Observed female
Late JanuayHatman
Lte Marc Hartman
St4
buildingnest,
Hartma Observed
n .onclouson, the) *.# make the folowing assertions:
1 There is but one breeding season and that it ex-
tends rom December to August (testes of the
male do not degenerate).
F2v -,
2 The gestation period of the fox squirrel i about
60 days while that of' the gray squirrel, isapproxi
matel 45 days
3.' Tw litters ofyoung may be prodneed during i
breeding season.
4. The peaks of breeding activities are in January
and February and in June and u
SMt of' the ery erlery nd interme
dia . ones p n May)are first atings
probabl df young born very early or very late
the preceding year.
6 Yu born n he pring probably otred
he same summer.
7 dence os that the males at least do not be-
Ssexuall mature until they are at least sx
and possibly 4ght months old.
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M ting Pratices
Durin the courting season as many As a dozen ale
may be seen chasing a single female As the season pro
gresses all males but one are rejested. An account taken
from my field notes descr bea mating practices.
on Aril 2 1940 observed a male o the previous
r t yet quite f ygrow casing alar female.
He u chase her from ten to thrty feet When she
stoped and turned around toiwatch him he would squat down
and move his tail and hind quarters in rhythmicmotions.
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When the female again ran, he Would follow, remaining a
few feet behind, running over the orotund, lip and down treea
f- ptrunks, and through. the crown 'of trees. When. the female
ran out to the *.nd, of a 1 .mb,f the male would. sit at the base
of it and wait for her t 'et rn.
Another, male, muich, larger in se also 'tried to coutx
the female but the younger and smallerindividual chased
him away ard rced him to remain in the background. After
af hour the young male also gave u the chase Evidently
the f emale makes the fina l .seletion.
Another mating attempt was observed on May 13 1940,
when a .male, was 'seen £haeng a female and attempting to
opulate with her ut was unsuccesaful at least during
the time of he observation. It is thought that the mating
a lter successful.
- -T dr 
-'Gcdrtum (My 103, pp. 7 -8) reports that according to
W o. Imeoe of New' Willr Tasa has' found the oestrus
;y eriod of atwo-year-old female fox' squi:rrel to be 4 days;
se having taken the male on the 4th day, May 7, 1937,
after the initiation of oes rub.
Gestation Period
Dr. A. J Nicholson of Austin Texas, who had wor1 ed
on the species while here at the Uiversity, writes oe that
_~the gesatat ion period is 608 days.R O ther wor~ors have "as-
sumed it to 'be the same as that .of the gSray' squirrel, 45
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Marital Statue
Goodrum (.938 p. 675}, lenniiott (1857), Seton (1929
p. 95), end Baohmari ('40 p. 1481 all have evidence that the
fox squirrel 'is monoganous even though a dozen males may
be seen chasing but one female. To this, Bachman also adds
that they t possibly mate for life. Other observa-
tion and written acounts , however, indicate that the
speo e mates but for onO.season.
umber of noung in Litter
Broods examined in 1940 had two, three, four, and five
yo'ing respectively. Thq average number of young is said
to be three. Keniicott ('57 p. 60): "Litters of two and
'our occur quite frequently; one and five quite rarely."
e In Southern hichigan, as might be gathered from. the
discussion on breeding, most of. the young are born during
the monthe of 1ebrary and Mar-ch. April and May, however,
also finure quite largely and a few" individuals may be
born as late as August and September,.
The young at birth are described, by Seton (p. 95) as
k *. ". . . as usual with the group (the young are) blind
naked, helpless undeveloped Tittle pink bags of vital
possibilities. It would be hard to say what family they
belong to at first . . . they are so rudimentary and small.
Stoddard (19?O p. 22), speaking of the young in Northern
Indiana, writes, "the three or four young, blind and nearly
naked, are born in, late Februaz7 Qr march in this region."
From report , given by . L. Allen (1938 p. T8) and
Gage, unpublished, and a Female collected on Oct. 10, l9Z9,
and still lactating.
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?fiehplson, (unpublished)~ adds ghat "when born, thiey 4tre ^ vesry
inature, hakedan 4id<
a bt hp ae. r crekolder, when their eyes begin to©pe 'h dgt f heyoung; at ~ time a shovvn
Syihia (1931p 155) mod from my awn records sto19
to 100 grams, The following gro'wth' curve (Flhig. ~5)is
drawn frc;m statistics, presenited by S ihla in the .above
paubl ication.,
ven when the~ young,, Weighed phut s evO'nty gram s, they,
were .quite hai.ry particularly aboit he head 'aAd neek" and
had th0 ~character'isti c olor of 'the adult$. The postex'ior
W portion Was covered with blaoish 'short :hair , ithe feet,
belly, atejq4 were alsai aeedy rufous color($Lla
.9 ^ v. 3 . heoun$ su1,xe hd the entire oharac- '
4ta~xie;tic CO~r.' 0' the etwit When they wighO,& '90. to 100,
Te f emalQe n.uve th yn Vii. n~g til they are abou/t ten
!dN'71 M t.}Y. tIsvgt Wae old and during, this time doba ~ t ;ar p~'
E04 foad, to thorn. (Soton '2 .45 )., At a~oyt neor
,t weks Wh 9E o~n ut 9f' th 4i n [ f ow "a tow feet.
tazr yog aewtimtedkw tarbe ^bou~t this age wrere 'obsreived
onh April: 21. {The more 4xgrssive individual S of t#Oe Utter
wmould .wander two or, three feet,, f rom the 'dei axed nibble o ,n y
Se0tonl (109 p 44). Lives of Garae 'M eV~ 4, pt'..Z
Proman acoun givn byDr IPowers, andinaetr *Dr.ve y, i A 1. Nicholson of' the Oaxie, Fish and Oyter' 'QO 8.4 soif
A sin, T~xas (May' 28 '1940)..
,. '
buds, twigs, and bark nd return to the den. The female
cares for the young unti~ tey are about twelve or fourteen
weeks old, when she forces them to shift for themselves
(wetonri 29 p 26). Modartney (135 p. 265) reporting on a
pet squirrel, found a f(al to still be caring for a young
individual .s 1te ae October 10 although at this time the
young was old l adigh to wander several hundred feet from
the nest. The youn nentioned above were observed to
leave the home den on April 21 and were still seen to-
gether on May 19 although at this time they would wander
away, from the home tree.
Relations of Male to Young
During the nursing period, the adult male lives in a
neighboring den or nest and evidently does not share in
the care of the young. In the above observations, the last
year's male that was courting the large female, ran up the
tree and onto the branch where the den was located. At
this time, one of the four young had wandered several feet
from the den opening. The other young were sitting in the
entrance to the den. Upon seeing the male these young
quickly disappeared into the den, while the other individual
did not notice the old male until his retreat back to the
den had been out off When the young individual saw the
male, it ran several feet up the tree and circled to the
other side of the branch. The male, however, did not stop
at the den but climbed further upon the branch, thus allow-
32
in ' bhyoug to escape back into the den. Other similar
observations also show this fear of the young for strange
adults. As the father does not share the homne den, the
young also would in all probability be afraid of him.
Ilest Sanitation
The young while in the nest have very clean fur, al-
though they may be heavily infected with fleas. Dung was
present in the nests examined although not in large quan-
;ities. In one nest examined, a dead young squirrel, al.
ready putrefied, was still found with the two living and
very active young. I seems- unlikely tha the old female
ould oot iie to t e young in a nest ontaimi°'.
dad individna, . Seto ('1929 p. 94) sas, "Collateral
evidence would imply that, when a nest gets too filthy or
dvercrowded, the mother moves the brood to a new lodging,
J. P. Jones (original from Dr. Burt's files) reports
of a young female, of the year, falling from a tree and
being killed. Later on "an adult female evidently the
mother" came to the ground, picked up the dead youwgstrx
and carried it up into :the twee. Later, on she 4lowed the
body to fall again to the ground.
More study should be given to this question, for if
young are permitted ,o be raised in nesta containing dead
individuals, the unsanitary conditions may on occasion
cause a high mortality.
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O'cot t, 1 if the young are disturbed, or if the doi
is tquite subtabs,. oarpeaharde to ffilthy oend io, t
Vie brood d~n..Is abandoned in favor of anothea . When this
occu'4tiw'erale grasps a young by the nape of the neck,
oarr asxit to the wieiys4- 4cted Aden or nes t and returns
Iaroz" the .others and carres them to the new- home in the s ame
~ f *hen the -yog, thou'gh able to leave the .den
am for ge for fo od , aa~ b ebl to make a dump to return
to 'the: nest; the fame grasps the young In;the above man..
zez'and nas t'he dump (Jonesbe oc. cit.) and Me Cartney
(1935 p. 266) .
Seton (1829 5p.*96); isot'I the opinion that the family
group (emale and young) -.remain, together until. the young
ar'e over 'three rQot~s 14 A sady of heweight tgiven
(8v hla 1931. p; 155) ttogeth. Qwith.field obser~ation ,show
that they are this Ng or perhaps aeveral weeks older whent
they are fortced to shift'for, themselves. Kennioott (1857
p.' 61)} evident1 thinks that the fiamily grou.p remains -to-
gether for a mutch 'longer, time,' ort may even reassemble
as, he says:
" While ~the femra .eeaned young are together in early
autu~mn, it is amusing to watch the movements of ,a party y
: on anyr pl'asant day, when thei. , aeJoy nent of :the abundant
fodad,'igsi;enrli esiie.yi ere 0$
s -,spright3Ane . and aiiyquite astonp iing,"
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Weight and Sizes
From the growth chart (Fig. 3) it is seen that the
spring-born young have attained approximately adult size
in the fall of the same year, when they are six to eight
months old. Allen (1938 p. 388) reports that records on
71 individuals showed the average weight to be 1 lb. 9.6 oz.
or as computed, 624 grams. Evidently immature individuals
were also considered in these weights. Twenty-five specit-
mens, classed as adults, found in the collection of the
University Museum had an average weight of 765 grams. These
records considered a few individuals that were not quite
mature. There is no difference in the sizes of the sexes.
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*Specimens Taken from April, to December
Total Tail Hind
,Age Sex Number Length Length Foot Weight
Adult, x dle 8 538 248 75. 812.6
AduiltA Female 18 532 241 Y 72 815.6
Juvenile Male . ,12: 491 254'71 -551.4
Juvenile Female 6 510 245 74 588 .8
All Juvenile JBth 1' 501 240 72 571
All1 Adults Both 26: '-535 244 74 814"1
Specimens Thkez during Octobeir,
November, and DPecme
Age Sex Number Heaviest, Av ge t.ghtest
. ~grams grams.gam
JA le 41 980 840 728
A'3t ma .e 46 960 827 728
Juveziil . , [aMl, a: 756715580
Juveni o W 'yi zle 24 , 784 680 644
All, Juv zn4. h .78 4 701 44
All" A4dult~BA.8'7 980 83 728:
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Voice
The fox squirrel uses his voice less than does the gray
squirrel. When approached by man it hides and remains silent,
but if it is frightened 'when up a tree that contains no den
or nest and with no adjacent tree to jump to, it will utter
shrp angrarkng notes. It ls has ashore huck
ing call-note, and utters a similar though angry call when
in a live trap
The young captive fox squirrels when hungry would often
utter a low, chuckling grumble, or a very loud shrill squeal,
which can be heard for a distance of several hundred feet.
Seton ('29 p 103) describes another call, the "love
song," which he says is comparable to that of the gray
squirrel but that it is "hoarser and more gutteral and has
little or none of the long, final note. It sounds like
quak-quak-quaaaaaaaa with many repetitions and few vari-
ations, uttered from some commanding perch, for an hour or
more at a time when the weather is inspiring, or the love-
fire setting his frame aglow."
Longey t
Seton 29 p 106) gives two records of the age fox
squirrels may attain, both of which were from captive
Aiimals. died at the age of 9 years and the other
one ten yeaj The older bf the two individuals showed
evidence'of extreme age ,hen it died. Apparently foz
squirrels in their normal habitats seldom reach these ages
44
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b had the Inncis ors worn, down to small s tubs.0
r4ividuOalsweigked but,650 grams And' shored
atvano edaep
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ECOLOGYi' AREQUISITES
G~nerl4 ar" and What',,Defeminea It.
t , ba h sbeen poainted. t 4 the wes tern :'ox" wqtirrel,
iundsa pri .t v ditions .'e4hed its peak of abundance in
~the oak 5af Wiseonein and Michigan. Work carried
on:'4by Q3apmnv197:p. l } found tha t under-present dad
condiionstideal fox squirrel habitat consists .of 70
percent woodland and 30 perent open or cultivated land.
The refozeaunlike' the.-gray s8quirre1 this species is classed.
a s f arm gane rather. than f ore st game.
As oanemihexpecat, a definite type periphery and
squirrelpopulatioan. An examination of a hundred and sixty
acewolot in Scio Township, Wasbtenaw County, $howed, >>..
very few fox squirrels living within the center of -the woodo,
lot; while+ <aions the border'ing 150 yards, the approximate
r cruising fadiuis of the spoeis,, squirrels were .hotvuncommon.
Food and Food1ai ts
OW ing'. to the rather thorough mastication of' the foods
ofounad in squirxrel stomachs, quantative analyses Of the
*ubstanoes are not to ,be foc zd in literature.,Th most:,
gc l t o d h b t s u ] d o a t a e 'b a d n q B u'artner (1939 pp. 579-584) who , working throughout the S ate
of Ohio hase records, from more than 1,000 hours of t'odhabit
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The observation data are supplemented with the analyses of
the contents of seventy-eight fox squirrel stomachs col-
lected by him and analyzed in the Food Habits Laboratory
of the Biological Survey. Only two additional vegetable
foods were found by the analyses that were not shown in
the observation records. However, stomach analyses did
show a number of previously unrecognized animal foods, which
consisted chiefly of insects and made up one percent to
three percent of the total food:
It is common knowledge to most observers that the fox
squirrel's diet is variable and consists of many food spe-
cies
Baumgartner (ibid.) lists 4 vegetables and rates them
according to their importance by the use of index numbers
of rom 1 to 10, with the latter figure indicating the high-
est degreeof utilization He also classifies them as
staple, auxiliary, or emergency foods, or if they serve in
more than one of these capacities they are indicated- by
the use of two or three letters (A, E, or S). The time
of the year the food is available is also given. Figure
5 gives the vegetable foods eaten and Figure 6 the animal
fodds. Baumgartner thinks that there may be some signifi-
Qanoe to the fact that :soot of the animal matter found in
stomach contents is found during the spring and summer
months. This list of food, with a few exceptions, is ap-
proximately the same as the foods found in Michigan. The
general rt.nghethe food are classed as staple,
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Sauiliacr or@i rencyitems echange - h4with 4 ebioti vani-
* ab3.saoh as type-.omposition, mount _of mast:'-produced
axnnually, and the comnm~aess of the speoies.
Sta :e O~de '8)are defined' as tthos (fods.) which
* appear most essential to the year-round survival of a squir-
rel popilatiaon." Ba'ugrtnor found that unless twio or more
Of -the staple foods were present in :adequate quantities,
squvirz'el popul;ati.ons didk not :thrive. It is. also pointed
oUta that in other pats of t~e nited States, otherfoods
are substlit ' d for :thee stapl.es'.
Phse foods that are utilized onlyaftez or ^ at least
chiefly after the s taples $cueehausted, are designated .As
*being ^e ergeny foods (E) and species eaten when avail-
able, thoaxnh:not essential °to ,squirrel numbers are called
auxiliary. foods (p._252).
Baumgartner° recognises the fact that it is., often im-
*po ssible to distig uish betwee the, three types of foods
aud that in certain habitats auxciliary foods are, so varied
and abundant that they mayrWell 'be classed as staples fcr
the few wek s zmonths that they are available. Certainx
aSlia; sry;f6da may s'~e .as emergency arti.cles if avail-.
sb ed rgrteal p~ds of the yar
°On t e orhvill* area,4 inWayne County, the dominant
pland frarest is E 1t as b c1 0h-ple typeinterspersed with
Iocaenal ak hikor,;butternu, .elm, and basswood trees.
Duigthe l 1 ®Ainter sqirrels' Were largely dependent on
an az'eawherea w~ea$n burraksnof what -.was tormerly,
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an: "oak opening," and the near-by, though iso.ated in a bare
field, heretwo black walnut trees. "Beech produces but one
- good crop in five years, and so the burr oaks and black
walnuts are especially important during the years of poor
nut crops. 1939 was a poor mast year, and the supply of
beech nuts was depLeted already in early winter. Old idden
piles underneath the isolated nut trees within the stand,
show that nuts of these trees were already taken b the first
of February. D rin, the latter part of February, Ma'ch, and
April fox squirraels were forced to journey to, the rather
open burr oak. grove and the completely isolated blak walnut
trees for food. One individual journeyed, as determined by
observing and tracking in new snow, frequently a distance
of a half-mile to feed on the walnut tree. Approximately
three-four ths bf the distance traveled had been across open
country; after feeding or an hour or two, the squirrel
would again ,eturn over the bare fields to the home woodlot.
Alhough 0o food wer inconveniently located, the
squirrels of the area appeared to be in good health.
I have on several ~e asions seen what I am sure is the
same long ranging individal feeding upon waste corn, barley,
wheat aad oats foundA ni barnrd manure that was spead on
a field adjacent to the Woodlot. The squirrel woauld. enter
the field at almost any point and would wander about until
he found waste grain and would then feed. An. examination
of these deeding spots showed that only the embryos were
taken from the corn, and the endosperms were left. On one
42
Voccasion I had counted a dozen -spots where the squirrel had
fed on 'waste grain. This wras af ter he bad made thelong
trip !to ts b ck wa1luts and ted on the nuts. In Michigan,
asIIwell a .4si Wisoit agsd Minnesota, the: fox squirre l is
tQ be foi~nd Iti an r. ajpr "orest''typee # consequently staple
hoed -species vary 1 f knd, abundance, availability,. and
di'stributioan.
* STable. 7 gives -the importance of these species for the
V ariou~s forest "types, in Which fox squirrels axle to be found.
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VF~EABL 1FOODS OF OHIO FOXSIRI3
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index Ite Availability' t
Perod ot'
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8
S
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10
8
3
(8)
10
10
r ,
(2)
Hicokory".nuts (Caryasp)
Beech uts -Fagus ra di }ia
Acorns ( essqj.)
Bl1ack walnuts" (Jugl.ans nigra):
Buttex'ntosJ' laoieia
Buckeye s (Adgolu ss.)r
Male seedsc& biSds,
S1M .eaves & buds (Ulums sp.
Wil.lowt(p a'tillate. oatkin s Sa ix
Aspen (4p u l s 21p
Oak budrs A( uss .)
HacI~berrie s: (,Celtii ocdnuai
f 
+r 
' 
.
f
S
t 
'
"till
Entire year
Aug. to May
E n i e 0 rJuly to A pr iL
Entire year
Sept. to ;Apr. 1
Sept. to" Apr. 1
Mar. to Novr.
Mfar, to Nov.
Sept'. to Feb.
.Nov. to Jan.
July to Sept.
Nov. to Dec.
June to Ag.
June
) Nov. to Doe.
July to'Aug.
Nov. to ,March~
::;,,
i
i 
, 
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:; 'R
..
". -
A~
A
A
I
So -l
'.. Sawthorn. Apleb eml P a)
4 Tip Eseed iriodendronx
8. Hazelnuts S rls
Whett (Triticam aes tivium)
V itch ,Haze (aeis Sinian
7 Sour Gum ( sa jZlvaia
6 Dogwood (CornuR ap.
Tabl.e 5 (continued)
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" C" lass
A'
A.
A
A
A .
A 1
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S,
Index
Number
Item a. /
8 Blab1cberrie.s,(Rubussp.)
4 Wid rape (Viti s Spp.)
4 Appes a(~s.)
4 , H1uekleberrles (G",ylusaciae
3 Hop..-hornbean (sr;vi ir 4na)~
3 . Wild Raspberries, (Rubus s.)
3 Fng I .i chiefly-tA r a -Cat)
2 Bijtersweet fru'its''(C0elastrus.
2 Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis).
2 id.black cerries (prunus sp.
2 'Green leavesa
2 Breen briar (Smi Lak'p.
2 Blue beech t u Qrliiaatt
1 ahoo, o :to r
Kn otweed PI~n~m
Ot (Avena n.
ie 
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Availab±ity
Aug. toNow.
rAuk. to 8pty.
Nov. to NOV~'*
Auk. to Sept.
A iu. to Sp
Nopt. to Marh
Aug, to Sept.
MAuk to Sept* :
Augusto..et
June to Aug.
August
Augu~st*
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Value of Spectea
od 8pecies .Oik-4iikory Beech Maple Brch.1Eaple-H1emloc
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Food Species Oak-hiekory Bech Maple Birchesaplemeiock.
SeOrvice "Berry
I.aip.pop.la
P j r
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xceellent
Excellent ,'
Ecellent
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tmuimportant.Unmortant Unimportant
Of li.ttle importane
Seldo found Not foundFair
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FoodSpce Oak-Jack 'P4 z ta rdwod Swamp. iver Bto
Aspen
ss*ood
Sirch
Black Cherry
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Unimportant
Uniortn
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Availabilit 1or Foods
The availability of foods is subject to great variq.
ation froh year to- year as well as dtring the year proper,
depending on the periodic abundance or scarcity of the nut
crop and the number and kind of nut trees found in the woodland.
During poor nut years, aquirrels are forced to eubsist on
emergency foods. This is Partioutirly true at the northern
extremities of fo* squirrel range in the beech-maple and in
the birch, mple forest types. Beech produces on the aver ge
but one abundiant nuts crop in five years, and therefore in
thesi as well as in- the other northern hardwocd types, the fox
squirrel population is necessarily dependent upon the often
scattered butternut, bitternut, red, white, sw&np white, and
northern scrub oak trees which occur singly or irk smafl groups
through the stand. To cotain adequate fox squirrel popula-
tions, a wopdlot oX' the northern hardwood type, must neesaril
have three of' more nut species present, as total nut faIure,
affecting two or even three speciesa, may occur during the
same year. F4do af the non-nt beain tre may in instances
serve as anx aux a emergency fbad t heir periods
cf availabi11t7 are of ten s o t.
hef ie d o nut trees thro.ghout the stand may
be ganother factor 1 ting fox squirrel densities, although
the above-mentioned case where a fox squairrel went approxi-
matl y one-half mile for food seems to show that 1his animal
is quite adaptive to food-getting. Tracking and d greet field
52
observations showed that if food was poorly distributed
individuals frequently went three hundred to five hundred
yards for food. However, it is well known that during periods
of cold, windy weather, fox squirrels remain in their dens
for days at a time. This was frequently noted to be so on the
Northville tract, but if they did move about during unfavor-
able weather, activity was restricted to the immediate vi- T
cinity of the den tree, where they took what little food
the area had to offer.
Year-round Feeding Habits
During early and mid-summer, stored nuts, fresh fruits
of mulberries, raspberries, blackberries, wild cherries, leaves
and buds and similar foods are eaten. During the latter part
of August, 1939, when berries were still abundant I observed
squirrels in Southern Wisconsin to be feeding on green hickory
nuts (Carya ovata). Kennicott (1857) and Seton (1929 p. 88)
also mention this habit of the species. Storage for the
winter is not begun until these nuts are ripe. During the
fall the diet shifts to such species as corn, hickory nuts,
and acorns with such succulents as apples, thornapples and
grapes, being supplemented. During the mid-winter nuts and
corn are the staple items of the diet. In late winter and
early spring the cached foods and fallen nuts are often
covered with snow, and the corn is usually removed from the
adjacent fields. Thus during this time, the most critical
period of the year, the squirrels seem to be unable to find a
sufficient quantity of nuts and consequently they are forced
t53
ubit largely onbds twgs and bark. When the snow
mthe ground anls an ually aga n an
abundcanc e ~nuts.
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Food Cahes
During October ripe nuts are cached. Unlike the red and
the gray squirrel, this species stores but a single occasion-
ally two - nuts in a place. Many of the nuts are stored Just
under the fores litter, although some may be placed In the
soil to a depth of three or four inches (Seton 1929 p. 91).
Obaervations made by Cahalane (1930 p. 78) show that
caching is ,evidently not limited to the tall or the year,
ys he has rdoords on tbt following dates:
December .31. Observed a fox squirrel on the campus '
Early March
1929
March 6,
1929
cache shagbark hickory nut. "
captive squirre cached a few hieko'
nuts in the litter of the cage.
Observed a squirrel in Ann Arbor cache
an unknown item
Obsterved '2 squirrels coach e fodi0 e
one of which was a pignut hickoy.
Aidsquirrel ws b servdchi ga
hickorynt,
Saw awild squirrel cache an acorn
kw a squirre l cache ahikt or tut th,
a3 alsonted to cache peanuts, throughout the
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year if'giveiato them in excessive number, Very possibly
out-of-season storins are mier temporary than are thekall
cachings.
Experiments carriec o: by tice (1927 p.'55), and SvIhla
(l9 p. l ) with oa ptive fox squirrels showed that the
species could not find nuts that were buried in dry sand
or in shavings, but that they could do so if the materials
in which the nuts were buried were moistened. The poor
ability of the animals to find cached foods in the winter
time when the ground is frozen and ;overed with unmelting
snow, can very possibly be explaine4 by the fact that'a
physiological dry condition exis and hence the squirrels
cannot smell the buried nuts
In the beech-maple woodlots of the Northville area, much
f4eding on buds, sumac, with hazel fruits, and waste apples
found in adjacent orchards was noted during March and the
fore part of April when the ground was covered with snow.'
It was also during this time when fox squirrels were observed
to travel beyond their normal ranges to sources of food.
Later on when the snow was gone, the daily cruising ranges
shortened, evidently as a'result of greater availability of
the cached food and the higher nutritive value of buds.
Food Preferences
Corn seems to be the. rreferred food during the fall
months. Even though there was a fairly good acorn crop last
fall, squirrels were observed to frequently wander several
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hundred feet into corn fields, take ears frm the shocked
corn, and return to sme tree or stump to eat it. A kettle
hole ad acent to the corn field and connected to Eberwhite
woods bya* woody fence row, was a favorite site to which corn
was taken and eaten. Other very desirable foods are blacks
walnuts, buttbernuts, and hickory nuts. Although corn is
highly 4esirable, it is never stored.
Corn while "n the milk stage is reported by Seton (1929
p. 90) and Kennicott (1857 P. 58) to be very desirable. Ken-
nicott alsoCrites that in parts of Indiana and Illinois,
when mos t, crops have failed, he had heard of large corn
fields being destroyed by fox squirrels. Seton (ibid.) does
riot onsider ripe corn to be a desirable food.. "
1
The following table (Fig. 8) shows the relative. food
values of various squirrel foods.
The 0hief purpose of the table is that it, shows the
value of nuts ";in comparison to corn. The figures also show
that corn is :of primary importance because of its protein and
vitami4 content and that nuts are chiefly important as a fat
supp q and general food value content.
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.sn F. Feeds and Feedin Koriso
an and supplementar data from Bulltin 28
8 an from Food Products by H. C. Sherman1937
and9pr.*e b Chapman and Baumgartner 1959.
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Minerals and. Watr
Minerals and miner'al salts in the form of bone and tree
bark are quite reg larly taken by squirrels. It is not un-
con n tQ ti e S?eral gnwe bones at the base Qf a den tree,
;nd Almoat every den tree eZ~ined showed where the squirrels
had gnawed bark. Baumgartner (1959 p. 53) in addition to
the above observations :epxts that fox mreiswere observed
eating soil particles and thast soil was aLso found in the
stomachs analyzed.
Just how important these substances are for tie animals
well-being is unknown, but the0 habit of gnawing bores indi-
cates a calcium deficiency which might act on the health and
condition of the young.
The soil eating habit is not confined tQ squirrels alone
as KaoIulih (1937) reports that the snowshoe hare is known
to eat soil. Reports of this habit are aso recorded for
other species.
Fox squirrels evidently are not dependent upon a supply
of free water, as relatively high populations are to be found
in woodlots in which no surface water exists. Probably they
receive sufficient water frog suoalents. 1I free water is
present fqx squirrels will frequently drink, particularly
during the nursing periods and duri g the hot days of swm mer.
It is interesting to n4te here that a sharp decline in
abundance occurred in 1936, following a ver dry dear. A
decrease in numbers was. also noted in iMssouri following the
drouth of 1934, while gray squirrels, a species said to need
free water did not decrease as greatly, as they were able
to obtain moisture from stream pools. Fox squirrels have
been observed to take free water at different times through-
out the year.
Cover
Cover requisites for fox squirrels are somewhat dif-
ferent from those of other species. It has been observed
on the Northville area, as well as in several oak-hickory
woodlots in Scio Township, that woodlots, so poorly stocked
that the crowns of the trees did not interlace, contained
very few fox squirrels. Several woodlots where trees stood
completely isolated, contained no squirrels at all. This
seems to show that squirrel habitat must have trees close
enough together to permit lines of escape through the
crowns. However, the fox squirrels will journey to such
woodlots for food.
Ground cover, on the other hand, does not seem to be
very important. Both Goodrum (1938 p. 673) and Baumgartner
(1938 p. 687) found that grazing may actually be beneficial.
Goodrum states that: ". . . squirrel counts in two adjacent
woodlots, one moderately grazed and the other ungrazed,
showed a greater population in the lightly grazed area than
in the ungrazed." He goes on to explain that overgrazing
prevents suitable tree and vine reproduction, chiefly grape
(Vitis spp.) and supple jack (Berchemia scandens) which
are vitally important in providing escape cover.
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Turning to the work of Baumgartner and his study of the
effects of grazing on ten woodlots totaling 128 acres of
unpastured woodlots and 237 acres of grazed woodlots, he found
the average population of fox squirrels on the ungrazed wood-
lots to be 65 squirrels per 100 acres, while on the grazed
the population was but 45 squirrels per 100 acres. In con-
sidering both red and the fox squirrels, a population of 79
individuals was recorded for the ungrazed woods and only 67
per 100 acres for the pastured areas.
Neither of these workers discuss the length of time the
areas had been grazed, the age, composition, and sizes of
the two types of woodlots or other similar variable factors.
It is well known that large-crowned, open-grown trees
produce larger, better and more frequent nut crops. Grazed
woodlots being understocked have more of these types of
trees and, therefore, may perhaps have better mast crops.
This could very possibly result in greater squirrel abundance.
It would be interesting to know why, under primitive con-
ditions, the species preferred the "oak openings." Was it
because of a greater and more regular food abundance, or was
it due to some physical factor?
The minor importance ground cover plays was observed
on the Northville area, where, as previously mentioned, fox
squirrels were quite frequently seen feeding on manure in
an open field, and one squirrel frequently traveled a mile,
three-fourths of which was across open country, journeying to
and from its feeding grounds. However, this individual as
60
well -as theraa rhen making extensive trips across open country
would o4 the fence owa which often were as barren 'of
;esoape t 1e, fields themselves. Fence posts undoubtedly
offered a a e 'over from dogs and possibly cats, but the
animals had tof re on the scanty ground cofer for protection
from hawks. ,have also noted that when commuting between
the home woodlot and the feeding grounds, the animal would
follow the denser fence rows if a selection was permitted.
Another interesting example of the value of cover is the
use of a branch or tree trunk for hiding. Every squirrel
hunter is familiar with the andbmalts habit of sliding around
to the other side of a large branch or the trunk, of lying
flat on the top of a branch, when a' hunter approaches. I
have watched squirrels, unaware of my presenoe, do this when
a dog came into view.
Dens and other holes in trees are also used for escape
cover. Their use of protection cover will be discussed later.
Loafing grounds for fox squirrels is perhaps limited
to large sheltered branches, exposed to the sun and nests or
leaf platforms situated in a similar position. Favorite
trees used for this purpose are frequently trees that produce
good nut crops or in the immediate vinity of the chie food
supply. Another feature of the "loafing tree" seems to be
that it either contains an escape den or has one easily ac-
cessible to it. The use of loafing grounds is discussed
r under , "Daily Ranges.
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zf adrnieot4 (057.60), Can idered pira aQuru
p .Uztris) , because of its leaf retaining qua34ties, to be
of greyt imapo~M.nee as escape 0oye0* White: oak.cuecx ~albs~
and shizigle oak .r, ,.brioar a) beoauso of this same ceharac-
ter stio- are doubtless2L also, iportant.
w" IZn southern Michigan, as inr other' parts, of fox squirrel ,
rage I!eu trees are ,important both as' homes and as :refuges.
Even /in. tM so .$Cutheiri Got t de of i4at ~eaa as G,064 (~$
,p. '502) '6, tha~t : '!t sa rare to. fi~nd very young. squirrels;
AV*of eQbr~ +d ffx or gzrys^) in the twiganlefess«
I lt, is :lie ASr: tet6,, b of den trees. en~uges
the1 use of -lean. nests vs brood qidarters .
':Fir' sqirei 4esri3 t w,8r fovrmd ii 0-.50 gear old
04p' oeoa-ikr wodt 'a cio 'Pewnship', al thou gh one,
an0Casi*a der tree was to bey foun in ,the stand. ' Squirrels .
in these woodlo ~ *ero therefore f'orced to w nt er aid:raise
y oug ine1af nests .
* in the, beech-maple wobodlots of the Northville area, which
oontained mttob mature aned over mature timber, all' fox quirrels
r ~wintered :over nd Jraised young in ,dens. There seemed to be a'
surplusf suitabl~e dens in thesewoodlots.
A very ?intensive study oif +deuis and thei'rformation was
done by Baimatr (13aPP whezm d16
h$inta scy 8m rii g~ work on 'the r 006,Qs e0Re i
0f djen. formation ,we. have:
A tree with a limb, that has a dipaeter of
* A A'approximately 3 1/2 itches .
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2. Failure 01' the leaves, because of excessive
Y shade, to syrthesize enough food to maintain
Nlifein the limb.
3. Lacking Food the limb dias and its cambium
layer nd bark uioughe
* fe unpr tt seapwbod begins to weather and
is attaaked by various decay organisms,. bac-
teria fungi, and tnseot Tlrvae.
5 Scar tissue in the formof a healed scar is
formed at th6 base of the dead limb and may
extend an inch or more away from the main trunk.
6 The weakened decayed limb eventually breaks off,
leaving a small butt near tha0trunk.
S. Decay organisms.,through the exposed butt, at-
tack the heart of the tree.
8. The good is nO n disintegra ed and becomes punky
and ready to be cleaned out by the squirrel.
These processes ,are Qntiugent upon the following
factors:
1. Rate of treerowth.
2. Rate of tre deAoy.
3 Age of the tree.
, 4. Method of secar tissue formatio .
Important conditions necessary f'r den formation are:
.s.Size of limb (ae eof limb from 30 to 60 years).
2. Location of tree (dying of lower branches).
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3 . Habitat faotors which condition growth (phy i cal,
biotic, chemicalarid nutritional).
4. Presence of'squirrels (to keep den open).
'K5. ; Water drainage of; tree trunk (correct amount of
eater brings' on dearay nece s, may split the
_9r 'frost action).
S6. .Aieo of ores (the younger tree-growth ioprimarily
'ry '~e ' a~or hweI .at the use of a den ~is 'probablyr
" nter-'oer,5qyears" usayno more than 10 axe 20 years.
e .de f re
s lTheChio ianiesti'gt 5.on showed that some species produice
r wore d -ns then 40.o thrn ,9 Thi.s 16sundoubtedly due litvpart
to" o the percentage the stecies oonstitutesg of the statd, to,
as Baumgartner poinits out, the healing character is tics of
the apeeies or: the method the sopr' tipsue gros i ei x-
tends out on. to the iib or ends a'bruptly at the base of the
butt', Thy 'd ,strib tion of the 169 den trees as to species
is given i ige10 .
Openings to the dens are usually. of. constant size and
are round to ' slightly oval "' shape, having diameters, rang-2'/ in h s t p r x m el 4 in es nsi
Oocpasionaal3 ' dens may have, opernr gs much larger than 'this.
Onelae d Q~s .ina white ;oak on the campus, a -approximately
six inches ~q are and was situated on the upper .side of A
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large ~limb, that was, at a 'diaganol to the± tree ho ri zontal, T
thsepse ±o h rall A t the t ime ofobservatin this
deus eptaind fou hers. oof
deh:extaed fir ban h, 'ad just previously been moved
they0 frol a h~est s~vli 3. h4ii dZed feet, away. One month later
oni May 2Q,'l " , the 'yo ,.~*er still using, the .den.
0h average 'den 'ocavity measures 6.3f' R" 6.'9' x 15" deep.
(excludig that portion of "tie den .above the opening). Th~e
,average heigh~t "boveo ground of the .25 dens studied was36:.8
feet ,end wer'e found in, tr ees having an average diameter of
2l.. n~hes -Den trees were located on an average of 58.6
yards from, the nearest woodland .border; Heal .soars Showed
thtthe dens had been used for an average period of 6.2 ,years
(uinar trer, 1938 p . 688.).
To maintain a, suf f166ent number of suitable dens , the
area should never be ov er shot forif the openings to the
mo~t, favorable dens Yare :pi Icept opened by' the constant gnawing
of tbhe squirre Ls the, wougnd tissue will soon close the. den"
op*tng COare .Oust also betakcen to aflow trees to remain
1i the stand that wall ma)e suitable -dens,~ the future.
r . 8ee ,'y be the lam$e ocwned "w olf trees" that the forester
insisot;s a'04*Z' Zt.flal to the welfare'of the stand.'
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WiteOak
Elm
Beech
Red Oak,
Black Oak
Burr Oak
rSugar Male
r, k ry
chinqua"p~
Red Maple
Silver mop
Black,'ftek
Black,,Ash
Wild Black
Linden
BuckeYe
Sasafr as
DISTRIBUTIION OF DCI'S BY S1'EC s
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Dftib3utionof 'en -Trees
~om the Map ( i1l) ~howi3ng; dis tributi©ao fsquixrrel
nests,.In Eerwkite WoOd#, tne;can r0dily. see that there 3is
a sufficient number. of rell..distribtited, large, open-grown
white oaks, vreteratnsoff , the bygo "oak operdngn days.Eber~
white Woods has been managed on &e..seleetiVe cutting basis,:,
With the sole intention of produoin wood product0 'for a
period. of 23 0, "M any simuilar 'stands, alth ough not as well,
stock~ed, -oan be fou~nd W'Washte e rawounty. Dens, therefore,
are usually present in a s ficmeat qua tity in the uneven-
aged woodlots of. thi's portion of Michigan,
In the. younger standA, those16iuder 80 -years old, anid
which a rne0of0quently of coppicye or g n, the lacQk of dens may
lii- s* l t.dace ecauae' of 'the youith of the tres
l tlae-oan be dQne to i kcouzrage immediate den' formation. The
used sma .. L is.a's p± .*ted out by Baumgartrier { bi
w ul8 not eke, t tea le o girdle limbs to induhc0 decay.
W9O-Lbtli and. keep acequto squirrel populations i ,these
wQodlots, we are fozve to rely on th~e leaf nests ' rt shelter
44..
Two iesof imazimand minimum temperature records x*
wee.a~n n x tree cavity that 'was comparaVLe to' a
squirrel den and the other: in the open a a corresponding
height above the ,ground. the data' showed the following to
ie true;
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1. The average minimum temperature inside the den
was 240F. for the outside.
2. The average maximum temperature was slightly higher
within the den than on the outside, being 39.7°F.
and 38.0°F. respectively.
3. Of perhaps greater importance is the fact that of
all comparable readings, the maximum and minimum
temperatures were less within the den than on the
outside
Iff
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Fig. 12
Typical Fox squirrel
Summer Lesf 'Test
As Viewed from the Ground
Fig. 13
A Large Fox Squirrel
Winter Nest
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Broadly speaking, there are two types of fox ~ure
leaf nests:, the loosely constructed ri'is ard. thie vtFr Coin!-
partly butJtt wi ter nests (Figs. L! .rd I). ott.oe
serve ase.; otlher t~a lose, the narrueLC indicate. YoUns are
.a. 1; f r e tae n fly- born and. r a is e it-. the dnor re. t, arnd
the other tyn e ma~y serve as a sh(e'lt er for the rnial. squ i .-I i
during the time the young are born. As pointed out j~
viously, both types of-nests may also serve as escape cover
and loafing places. Several of the nests examined each
contained a dozen to two dozen hazel and hickory nuts, indi-
cating that food might possibly be temporarily stored in
them. Fox squirrels were flushed from these nests and so it
is unlikely that red squirrels had stored this food. While
examining nests squirrels flvushed from tnhem ro1i~id often take
shelter ire ad joiri.hg nests.
Tri1nteo Iiesti.
tri)L,:°h ex kylcflld- h_ leafy branrleo, may Live thie r t Y!e _qp-)acrcrnce
of being shapeless. They have a dicr!ete_ of from fou~rteen
to twenty inches. The ou-17side is rs; o oa cf oak or other br,,mc--
lets, which s -ill retain the mature leaves and are rather
tightly woven together. "Within this exterior shell, there
is a thick, compact mat of large leaves." (Stoddard 1919 p. 2
Species used to make these two walls are usually oak, thought
occasionally other species are used. Oak, however, seems t,::
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be preferred, which may be due to the large size of these
leaves, their toughness, and the characteristic of the leaves
to remain on the cut branches probably accounts for their
selection. Within the leaf mat is the nest proper, which is
made from soft shredded dried grasses and sedges, large
fibrous inner bark, bits of twine and cloth, and other simi-
lar materials. The opening to the nest is on any side but
that directly opposite the trunk and may be almost closed
by the materials of the walls. Nests of this type are as
Stoddard (ibi.) describes as "entirely different from the
loosely constructed summer nests and are so compactly built
that they frequently remain in place for several years, the
squirrels using them a great deal even in the coldest weather.
It is often impossible to distinguish fox squirrel nests
from tiose of red squirrels and it is also sometimes diffi-
cult to tell the used from the unused nests. I have noted
that red squirrel nests which are usually a little smaller,
approximately a foot to 14 inches in diameter, often have
moss, dried grass or detatched leaves interlaced with the
external layer of twigs, and that quite frequently this layer
is composed of bare twigs alone. Winter nests are to be found
in almost all tree species, including the conifers and Stod-
dard (1920 p. 123), found that in the Dune Region of North-
western Indiana and in the Sand Region of South-central
,.isconsin, nests had ". . . invariably been placed in pine
trees from 20 to 40 or more feet above the ground."
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In addition to the above characteristics of red squirrel
nests, the habitat might also indicate the species of the
owner. I have found that red squirrels preferred the ravines
and other lowlands, while the fox squirrel sticks to the hAel
higher ground. A common place for red squirrel nests and
uncommon for those of fox squirrels is the crown of a grapevine
covered tree. Stoddard also found that winter nests are placed
"near to some good den tree to which the squirrel can retire
if disturbed." Surrounding trees are likely to contain one
or more of the temporary nests used in summer, simply twigs
and leaves. Just how good the "adjacent old den tree" is, is
a matter of question. Its great utility doubtlessly lies in
its value of providing for the purpose of bearing and rais-
ing young.
The weather-repelling qualities of the winter leaf nests
cannot be questioned. One day last December, following a
two-day rain I examined a winter nest and found the inside to
be perfectly dry. The nest had been observed for about an
hour previous to the examination. Although no squirrel left
the nest during this time, it still retained the body heat
of the animal.
Occasionally these nests fall from the trees, thus in-
juring the adults and young they contain. Just how often
this occurs and how important it is as a mortality factor
is unknown, but one might imagine that at times losses from
such accidents might be quite large especially if severe wind
r7
storms occur during the brooding season. An accident of this
kind occurred on the campus May 1, 1940, in which the adult
female was fatally injured, while the five young the nest
contained were uninjured and are now being raised by hand.
If this accident had occurred under natural conditions - say
in a ten acre farm woodlot - it would have meant a loss of
possibly six squirrels, which might have been the total fall
population on a woodlot of that size.
The number of summer nests an individual squirrel may
have varies and an occasional individual may have as many
as four or five of these nests, one or two of which may be
but partially completed. Kernicott (1857 p. 60) states that:
"Fox squirrels build nests wherever they stop even for a day
or two and I have several times observed individuals to ap-
pear in a grove of young oaks, build a nest, remain a few
days and then disappear perhaps to return again in a week
and build other nests."
Nest Construction
The outside layer of the winter nest is built first,
followed by the wall of leaves which holds the nest proper.
As Stoddard (1911 p. 123) describes, the inner wall of
leaves seems to be pressed into shape while damp, or green,
thus making for the smooth, tough, weather-resisting wall.
The entire nest is made during the summer or early autumn,
while the trees still retain leaves. The nest proper is
remade, or another one made, during the period preceding
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The ;mad (d~ig. 11)'f Eberwhite woods 'ao. t0 e 1aton
ahd d is tibut ion off sarip!'u$s type s of squirrel.,nests "with
* resp*t4 to they 'stalld the tibees and wQodlot periphery,
Baumga tner (19 8 p. 38) 4n studying 23~5 leaf ne sts faand
44.
Z34 to be Swint'r nests rand 3.01 summer nests. Winter nests
were oated is1 trees with an Avrerage diameter of .13 *1ice
,..ineand 
were . on the era 9'e S8~& feet above the ground 45 73.
percent of the inter nsts were onthe side Of .thee tree
* nearest "the edge '~ the wAods aned a little over 25 percent
* were on the. opposite side opf. .the tree. The remaining 29.
percent were in (tie 'er top' of the m trunk. the 101
summer nests wer~e i~n trees having average diameter's of; 15.
inches' and, were aaheight :-of: 42.7. fe.o these app
-pzxoizntely 4 pezert .were on tie side of the tree near-
est the, type peri;pher7.
xOf' the total. of' f23 net: eiaindinbewt ods
25 were cl seed ,as wpinter 'nests, 84 as suffer nests, andI 2:
as red squirrel ,mests. 'The fact that this study as done
following snowfallfrequetly permitted me ,to deters;0
by tracking, to. what species the nest beQlonged. Though:
*some of the nests classed a~s ±o, squirrel. sumer nests, mnay
.have belonged to red sqguirrela4 and others. of' themn were .uxi
* finished wrinter nests.* Occasionally one of these paec'is
day r 12e .a .:nest of t ' ther, eaeeially1 for escape cov~r.
The uveraSe diameter of; the trees containing the .summer. ue sts
wras' 17.4 inches and for 'the winter nest tree, 18.3 inches.
MOVEMENTS
fox squirrels do 0t generally migrate, or more cor.
r.tl. .emigrate as do the grays. Local migration movements,
however, occasionaly occur and they might be better classed
as erratic movements;'the direct result of insufficient food
py and oulation pressure. Seto (29 p 84) writes:
"Arlingtoh, Cemetery has always been a haven for fox squirrels
(Sciurus n.neglectus) About20 years ago, they had in-,
creased to surprising nu bers, Then, ,one day, they seemed.
to be possessed of a migration craze; they all set out
eastward. At once, they were met by the broad Potomac, but
plunged in, swimming over toward Analosta nIsland the
nearest wooded tract. Here many of them stayed, but many
moved on, and were lost sight o The still requent
Arlington Cemetery."
Returns on a questionnaire sent out in Missouri to
determine squirrel movements for:various parts of the ,tate,
showed that (Bennitt and Nagel 1937 p. 85):
1. "Reports of heavy concentration came from individual
farms, while elsewhere in the same counties, at the same
time, fox squirrels were often scarce.
2. "The migrations were not well synhronized.
3 "Migrations involve nowhere near so many animals as
the migr tions of the gray squirrel of the same year, but is
a sporadic migration of small groups out of unfavorable
territory, and it is believed that they were due only seconda-
7117,
zily to population pressure through failure of the food and
water supply"
Several instances of Individual fox squirrels crossing
prairies 4 'or 5miles wide are recorded by erm.aott ( p.62).
In addition to migration or erratic -ovemens bnai
and daily movements are recognized,
Seasona08 ovements
There seems to be rather ofi)iite.sesonal motenients
of this species which are perhaps better designated as
being spring and fall "shuffles, both may 1bethe direct
result of population p Oessure, A3thugh the spring ve it
may be the result of alimited food:supply as it obotu's
immediately after the spring breeding period I havee ob '
served fox squirrels in Dane ounty, Wisconsin emigrating
from woodlots during the month of October, the time at which
food is most aburdant. John Topercer, a student inWidlife
Managements tells me that during the latter ...partfMarh
he saw five squirrels chasing, another individual in an open
field approximately 1,000 feet from the home wooalot. As
this too late for the breeding period, and the fact that
the home woodlot was less than an acre in area, points to r
population pressure or an insufficient food supply s 1he
cause of the shuffle. Mating activities, in instances,
may also be the cause of spring movements
~ -"
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"
,
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Foy squirrell are" ather sedentary in their habits and
may perp spend their enire lives within several hundred
yrards o ti 1eace tney w e born. The radii of the daily
movemenb' ,a s ga.t be xpected, are the smallest during the
a1 and eary. winter xonths, when food is most abundant.
Bawugartner ( 38 p. 685) reports that 35 repeats on
live trapped squirrels (taken from latter Sept. to Dec.)
showed the average distance traveled to be 149 yards; the
greatest distance 3 5 yards, while 8 were caught in the
same place. Tracking and observations, following snow
rails showed daily ranges to be approximately 100 to 200
yards in the oak-hickory woodlots e Southern Michigan dur-
ing th fall and early winter . Unta orable weather often
limited dailyMovepaents to a smaller area, than this.
.Similar, though more intensive studios carried on in
the Northville area, showed an increase in the size of the
squirrel ranges. In the more unfavorable woodlots daily
ranges of 220 to 440 yards were found to be common, and
daily cruising circuits avng a total length of 3/4 to 1
mile were several times observed. Typical ranges are shown
in Fig. 14 and an exceptionally large one in Fig. 15.
Time of dailyAdtivity
The species is active through the day, and, it is the
opinion of both Kenn cott (18 7 p 60) and Seton (1929 p.
101) 'that it is most active during mid-day. qty fednotes
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Fig. 15
Showing Normal Daily C.8 -IM;6
Fox Squirrel Ranges
Legend - next page
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Fig. 16
Showing an exception-
ally large daily range
as of March and early
April, 1940.
A upland
0 oats
Cr corn
Gr garden
UPI winter wheat
AA grass '
A5 grass & f orb s
A6-17 brush
A9 beech maple
S2 mixed herbaceous
seepage area
S3 shrubs
(from Wight 1939)
For complete list
see n
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show.1the, period of ;reateractivity to be :between 7:00 and
XO:O0 ote cock ix the oiaf4ng, for the spring months at least.
genreral advtyws. noted to occur, throtightttedy n
even ;te longest fcxuises t feedin, gou1ds were frequeritl
mode iduring m1:d day.,fiemi.ght be imta ined, mud of the simm.
nin g 044dloafin was done "dtring the late morning" and Lry
afternoon.,
the si1,ze of the home range' zaras with, the composition 4
of the s1tAnd1 the av il# blit and proximity of food, lo-1
cat~,~dentres, nd izeo~the woodlot. heabov~
meiiQpa area Qf approxi1m ately I acre, held .5 squirrels;
th s l z e o f the khome r ang e wa snoees azril y small.f A no the
goo~d lot near Northvri a though over 20 acres in slze,.
oonta 4d but tw o or possily three squirrels.
inde' ix a on v igs :the approximate cruising gr ounds.
of a fQ% qirref, is aperxiMately20are ascaclae
frm4 na 4 a cr''sngrais f4 s
frm n veae rusig:aiuIo 10yards.)
The territo6'y (tht, part of the oruising range the
animal protects)}, seems "to' be very limited and "might p~s
sfibly 'be" only the home den. Seton (! 2p. 92)-,f ou nd, that if
an indivi dual wasa pproachedby anotWr while, or 2 or 3.
zinute0 af ter bu ryignuts, the, owner- would chase the intruder
away; but after. a4 4Period" of' 5 (to 10 zinutes the 61Ther sqi~irrel
as ermitted to run ver'the lace whre t I fOM as cached.
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The observation of a young male climbing up into a tree
containing a den with four young, and not being chased by
the female also seems to show that there is no protected ter-
ritory. I have in several initarnces witnessed a wounded
fox squirrel escaping into ; a den containing another individual,
only to be reptilsed by the rightful owner. Dens and nests,
therefore, might possibly be the only protected part of the
range.
Relations to Other Species
Fox squirrels are 'said by Bachman (1849), to compete with
the wood-duck and the red-headed woodpecker for dens. Red
squirrels are reported to drive these larger members of the
family from den trees although on one occasion at least I
had witnessed a fox and a red squirrel to use the same den
tree, though of course, different dens. Later on, the red
squirrele pr r ced a. litt1er of young in their den.
w1.' . a ,
Sa~cco and 'possum dornot compete with squirrels for
dfene, asthey re tlire larger ones and squirrels may even aid
in the formation of suita le dens for these animals. Wight
(195 a pp. 7'78) foun&t that quail and pheasants fed extensively
on particles of nuts and corn that were dropped by squirrels.
This discussion brings up the age-old myth that red
squirrels castrate fox squirrels, that fox squirrels castrate
,gray squirrels, that gray squirrels castrate fox squirrels;,
or what-have-you. The findings of Svihla ('31 p. 155) which
shows that the males do not become sexually mature until they
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are6 or 8 months old together with the fact that the bot
fly Outereba, occasionally attacks the scrotum before the
testes have descended explains this myth. Th hunter shoots
an itimature squirrel, and finds the scrotum without testes
and punctured by the newly emerged Cutereba; and draws the
conclusion that another species of squirrel castrated the
individual (Bachman, 1859 p. 135).
Populations
As has been pointed out populations of the various
subspecies vary greatly and that rufiventer is the most
widely distributed and the most common. Its range is also
increasing at the present time. Leopold ('36 p. 182) speaks
of this species as being cyclic, and the graphs (Fig. 16)
tend :tbshow this to be true.
Leopold (1938 p.a lO) has also found that there is a
tendency for the cycjre ,n Southern Wisconsin to occur a year
ir two a ter its occurrence in the more northern regions.
The grap e show this to be quite true with fox squirrels, a
'pecies that hamore southerly distribution than the
snowshoe rab1At~
The game kill records for the state of Wisconsin, from
which the grapbis were d rawn, show also the importance' of fox
squirrels as game species. As a comparison, the reported
take of.fox squirrels in the state of Wisconsin shows the
spe.i*- -rlativ importance as a game animal.
,,Y4MW
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Fig. 1'7
A comparison ofthe
fox squirrel and
snowshoe rabbit
kill for the state
of W!isconsin
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Nurtrba t 1'.~cStdrl KilledAnalyi i'o~i
as Oompar d ,With That of ,Other.Species
Year &qizr e1 Phealan Ruted GroQuse 0tt
13.492 none f8,885
1932 291,1.25 40,0450 31'7,007 2,4~
193259,424 154,915 318,410 2,33
s' :- 648,693 103,6:40131,762,.1,x72
x 1935 ." 74,' 135 ,717 72 ,7'781, 4~
1936 103,274, -144,6'70Qno eason
193'7 184,6"76 174,61.6 no seaxsonw
1938. Fiues, not. available:
ntal
38,~36.0
~5 880
85.
Populationis per acre vary greatly. The bee champ3e
woodlawnds of Southern Michigan may have but a very few or
no. fox squirrels' on areas up to. 400, acr~es in size, whi.1e: a
small, mature, oakewhic~cory woodlot in the same. area may fon.-
tamn as "many as 5 or 6 squirrels per acre. Bennit and IPagel
4(1937) f ound ma=ximum fox .squirrel denity in Missouri to. b01
one or two per acre, but this population is a'elaom found.,
Allen (1937,:,p . 388) by extensive live-trapping and
tagging methods found a population. of twro squirrels pezg acre
on a wodot oif 39 acres -within the Kellogg Sanctuary.* hi
and the adjacent woodlots had been in sanctuazyksine,3927.
D ri g 'the following. year the population was, greatly reduced
by "Aa disease* Evidently a winter population of two squirrels
q4
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per acre is too great for an area to safely parry; although
one might not consider 1937 to be a representative year, as
t is at the depth of the game cycle.
Representative woodlots throughout Ohio contained popu.
ations that varied from 18 to 94 fox squirrels per 1 sacres
of fox squirrel range, with the higher figures being found
only on winter fed areas.
Fall populations precedin$ the .. unting season of as
high as two squirrels per acre an perhaps besafely at-
tAined. The kill should perhaps thin it out to one squirrel
per one or two acres,
Sex at Js
The following data show some very interesting facts in
s rts ebyB dagel (127 p. 85) for
Squirrel8 o leated in tp following places
Males Feflales Sex
Year Loc l~iy Number Number Ratio
1934 a$ r 1,018 5 4:05:1
1934 Missouri 296 16 1.8:1
Riverbreak
1934 Missouri 705 70 1o:1
Ozark border
The authors sugges t that this di to red se* ration may
have been caused by the drouth and excessive heat suffered
during the brooding season. It might also possibly mean a
segregation of sexes during the hunting eason
Of .562' squirrels examined i.n, Ohio duwing 'the pe riod of
September , tor Jantry -,1038 , 48 8Q poroe t rere auls*
Great variations e0re however recorded for ,various +times of
the year. During August, of all squirrels handled $" .3 per-
cent were males; during October only ~87percent Were males;"
tIvebe, .1 percot Decemer , 6 .l percont; Apr'il,81,1
Ia, W.O percent. Jume, 40.#0 perent; July 62.4 percent;
and August, ,83.3, 0ereent. These data are,,not of sufficientM
quantity; to be statisticeally: sound..Te do show, how~ver, ..
that there is acdefinite ditferenatiol seasonal' activit y
of' the sexes . Baumgartner ( 1938 p. 686 ) 'also found that of
954 squirr1tae frmSeptember" °25 to O+ctober 10,55.5
perc~ebV were ales.
N ~ n co 1i3iusio n we find +that of the squirrels shot, males
predominat~e and'the exces of''®males is .probably eliminated
by disease -or accidents.
EFFECTS OF. FRBE8TRY 'PRACTICES
The "best .forestry pra~tice fcor 'the uanagezueni of imeven-
aged wood.]ots is the stelocti V cutting mnethod.. Studies in
Eastern T4e showed thiat wl4beuttings tQok'14 ;9prcn of
tho freesa#ro tie1rgin woods, the 'squirrel carrying capacity
of the r :Ue 'W'. r' e d. This was found i~o be especiaay
rue whei~ fr~ i tia bearing groups such as oaks, gums,
be '.h tdeaieie ~ Z nother are w hoe egnot More'
W~rhC dox~~7 izartnez' 1938.
than 20 percent of the vigorous middle-aged trees were taken,,
cutting favored squirrelabundance. The data from Eberwhite
woods, an area of 40 .aoe and containing a°population of
perhaps 30 squirrels shoWed that good forestry practices and
squirrel management can be carried on together. Even in this
woodlot there are; enough dens and the opening up of the stands
by cuttings, undoubtedly increases mast production.:
Logging activities carried on during the latter part of
January, February, March and April would often result in the
destruction of' some new-born young as well as an occasional
female.
The effects of grazing, which seemingly are not harmful
to at least the present squirrel population, has been dis-
cussed under ,over
Possible modifications of forestry practices are dis-
cussed under Management.
Effects of Crops and Farm Practices
Cornfields bordering a woodlot furnish squirrels with
an abundance of food from the middle of August until possibly
spring, depending upon the time, and way the crop is harvested.
Thia practice doubtlessly results in a larger population for
th~woodlot, and also keeps the animals in abetter condition
during e~#int'er. The additional food resulting in better
condition might i turn mean an earlier and Shorter first
reeding ro, which would be desirable as it would alow
jore time or the production and care of the second broad
,tV 
a 
,
s. f + 
..
~ ,
SThe. introductioti of 'the. mechaziical corn picker is$ 'pt to
be ,very beneficial to' squirrels; as weld. ase tQother formsb
wild 1i4e Ohe~ field of '"orn that .had ,been harvested by the
use of thig machine Was used twitse extensively by 'fox squir- .
rels 'as well .as Jpheasants and rabbit's. The feld was con-
nected to the w odlot byr a, brixshy gully and fence .row appro~X.-
mately. 300 f'eet "long. The squi rrels were ob.served tonh f ~W.
the .,line of communicatioii until they reached' the field, where
they would,, range fonr wasate grain. A quantitative, study of
the amount of waste corri e -i in -:these fiel4a; to ether with
observations on the species, Oteding ini these areas. would be
valuable ,to determine :the exact benefits wildlife derivesf
fromu these maohines4
flaut yr1me~r (see food habits ) limits the period of
*quarrel6rih othrn Mi i$an at lest, were q te frequent~
Ty ber~ teed, on , the 'uit all through the fall anti wfl...
4ter Mont, gnoe, 4oedlbtt pnthe Northville Area, they ~W
piples daily aintil. the.-middle, of April,; possibly the result
*.of'e iniS'tf-i4nt sup ly'. 4off "better foods as they iravele8dv
fail, ?4great di'stances' daiZy to the orchard. 4
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PARASIIES A D DISEASE
Te se and, raiite pe haps are the chief ta tors in
lsiigqu~r bindaye but as yet little is Wii nh
about them. rhaps'the best techniques known so far to
preventt disease A" xto keep the population at a level that
is not too high, and to furnish the animals with gain s-
dant and well distributed food supply.
erhaps e most wefl.=known disease of fox squirrels is
mane; cau sed by the mite Sarcoptesacabiei Whil&'this
parate may not :kill the animal directl t ma so en
aided by other diseases, a limited food supply and cold and
wet weather, Under these conditions it doubtlessly is a
contributing high mortality factor. The high popul tion for
the oodlot of'the Kello g Sanetuary was, according to Aleni
redueed to small nambers byan epidemic of mane in ,the
spring of 1936 and during 1937. During the winter 3637 a
tore intensive trapping-agging program showed only 39 $ndi-
vdual One should perhaps remember that the winter o
1936 was ecoeptionally cold and that during this year the
reported kill for Wisconsin was 103,274 while 1935 showed a
tike of 745873 fox squirrels
The decomposed carcasses of 3 fox squirrels were found
in the camp woodlo t of the " rthville Tract; and while they
were too decomposed to make any aocurate diagnosis, the ion-
dition, of the skin of one at leas t poin~ted to mange . Another
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V 'individual, seemingly on the road to recovery was observed
on April 3 feeding in an apple tree Although the animal
's'eemed to be of normal weight, it aso appeared to be dull
And sluggish and was easily approached. The hair on rear
2/3 of the back had been' apparently lost, although at the
time of the observatien new hair, much lighter in color,
and about one-third as .lg as the old hair, covered this
part of the body.
Of 33 squirrels ekamined in Ohio during the fall of
1939, seven or 2.11 percent were tound to have mange,
(Baumgartner '40 p. 1)-
toceidia of te genus Emeria are found in both ox and
Garay'squirrele (Katz 39 p. 1 This disease undoubtedly
causes some losses especisb1ly to young individuals. The
exact part this disease, plays is of course unknown and
what ittle is known about it in squirrels has been roundi
fx'cnn autopsies of ad vanced. jwueniles and adults,
ulAremiun doubtedly also causes some losses although
tbe author is aware o! okly one instance in which it had
been reported for f i'squirrels (Kirkwood '31 pp. 941-942).
Plae caused by B ilus pestis has not been reported
in fox squirrels although it has been found in the gray.
Parasites 1
Some of the parasites reported from fox squirrels are
Reports taken from the bibliography and records of A. J.
tz, Ohio Release No. 13, Dec. 1, 1939, an annotated Bibliog-
raphy Reference concerning parasites of squirrels:
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Cr~le 1'- bt I& :
"Y tlie atNoeioarii p vanL
O oenuu serialias2 'm,
COapil~xa ap. 2(9er. 1800) 1
O11linea buratu3a
. Deriucenter vaariabilis
* Xe+hinaorhynohu 'tmorm%.e .
'aeof aepatia (:iver and 1 ah, bladder)
4nM 4frs4 itt
~e88~ali5 (freLoert1y repozated)-
MVi1 e Trombidiidae
Hed.r~e~du~ a (Prince 1928 )
l satda-4searis umbricc id8 s Ann. 1,758.
r; ea®mtoinua scir~i:
Sareoptee soabiel e. Latrelle
T rmbidlidae
TOe~i 'aeni arormlis 1ava+
Taenia hyd atigera ..
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The fc©wng records show the, small part predators
1
~Pa as,, e na±rg factors squirrel abundance
601 Marsh h&awk& stom chs contained six squirz'ela
(not permophi,.es) McAtee 1935
994 Sharp-phinned hawk stomachs - 1 squirrel
S21Coopers aawk stoaohs contained 22 squirrels
(not spermophiles)
243 Goshawks- 22 squirrels
74 ed-tailed hawks SQ squirrels
145 Broad-winged hawks - 2 squirrels
99 American rough-leg hawks -:no squirrels
1'7 erruginous rough-leg hawk stomachs -.no squirrels
26 Golden Eagle stomachs 2 gray squirrels
When one considers that at least 5 species are grouped
together under the headings "squirrels" and that all are
smaller than the fox squirrel, it is evident that the hawks
were not ery suedessful in taking even the smaller gray
squirrel, and that these rodents would injure the feet of
tAe birds. Seton ('29 p. 52) quotes from an observation
Made by Merriman (1879), in which a gray squirrel readily
outw tted a goshawk.
Thes~e statis tics are taken from the unpublished compilat on
of Food Habits of Comnon Mammals, by Members of the Class In'
Wild Life Management during the years' 1935 and 1956 and 197,
under the direction of Prof. R, M. WLght.
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Owls, with, the excep tion of' the (great" horned, perh aps
M tkef ewer squirrels than do the hawks."
grrington, (1935) round that both red and'gray toxes
o~ccaliOnally take fox squirr~els but that: the number aa
c~mpsZ'ed to ihe'total diet is small, only w o qir
be~ng' found in the contents of 56 stomachs, 3squirrels
in the food items of 113 Zlowa fox dens; and none in 1, 175
fecal samples .,
In cities, villages and pawks dogs 'andeats occasi on-
4ly~ catch qui;rrels but such acts .oiccur'.So infrequently that
they, as well. as, predationi by other specie, can be classaed
~s the "suac~er ls t' type."
Criha fteSho fprsr n ~n~ vation.tells me that a family of' red-tails he has under: ob-.
servationi is, feeding largeJ7 : on :fox 0qulrrels. This is
prQbably 4the 'result- of a- scarcity of, the buffer- species 'such
asioe and ,ground squirrestogether with a local' abundance of
ffqt squirrels, particularly rouei of the year. It mthtps
4bly be ,that the largerz' vs do tape. larger numbers of fQx
sui4rls han e~stir ttao of rood habit. studies indicate.
.&gway Mox'ta1 t31
Aither mortality :sa is highway accidents* The
t ~author: i ~a ere off nd qtu ntative studies on tis. fiactor
but; one fiowi) , the gro d"ridhbits of' the species, m 4ght
,magine that in. woo0ts bordering highways this is a seri~us
mortality :?boZ'. For other oo 4ots this factor does not
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Fig. 19
Burr oaks, relics of what was possibly
an oak opening which was the-primitive
habitat of the fox squirrel in Wis-
consin and Michigan
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Fig. 21
An even-aged stand of Red Oak
found in what was formerly an
oak opening or prairie site in
Southwestern Wisconsin. The
age of these trees was found to
be 70-80 years, which corre-
sponds with the time of settle-
ment and the breaking up of the
prairie monotype by plowing.
This in turn prevented prairie
fires from burning over these
lands annually and allowed a
forest to become established.
Acorns cached by fox squirrels
possibly directly accounted -
for the woodland
Fi. 20
The dead Burr Oak in fore-
ground is also a relic of an
oak opening. 4ed Oaks in the
background
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ECONOMICS
The economic status of the species is contingent upon
several var eg es, chief of which are: their relation to
the forest nd art products, and the hunting demand on the
pecies. As to forest roducts, fox squirrels, as well as
their, r6. iis, are cns dered to be both beneficial and
harmtful. Eeryone interested in wildlife or forestry has
on occasion heard rndividuals speak of squirrels as destroy.
ing the nut dropfand thua p rerenting tree eproduction
jheir gnawingd ernatraes. The naturalists like to
speak and write of squtrrels as being "Little FourFooted-
Foresters." Work done by Olmsted (1937 pp. 209-300) shows
conclusvely that squirrels play a large part in assisting
black oak trees to establish themselves on new ground, and
!Baker ('21 pp. 19-20 also states that the character
istic of walnut reproduction makes it appear likely that in
many of the ,mixed stands containing walnut, the walnut was
the first to start, originating from nuts buried by squirrels
in open meadows and prairies. . . He also points out that
squirrels are perhaps responsible for the even aged groves
Of walnut.
It might possibly be that fox squirrels together with
the cessation of pzairie fires accounted for the even ages
stands of red oakcs tQ be found 4 ong the prairie edges Qf
Southern Wisconsin and Southern Michigan
" ' '' ", T " .
q, ,
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a Th damag f'bx qurel s do t~ tres i ~sualy neglible,
:61thougl? ipldividual. tree s, t Jfte* hartis ti±u~tal var4;etieso
eos area damaged by these shims.s Daag± of this kind
is uualy dr~ein he pri~0Q the year whn t~ie 'buds and
bairk aroe taakeni for both fgod. arid nest ingatrl. ege
(1936 pa 417 tels 8' fe Iiie squirreL tha heipe t
bark f'rom the s ides an~d tops of the brancs6_ of a thres-i.noh±
elm. lie , repor1 t that the bark w yaas stry.4ped from nearly all,
, ~of 'the branches : His, estimate for the, bar removed wvas 60
percent: The author also m~entio'ns a similar 'case where catalpa
wsthe spec is dama ,ged.* le thinls that this praCti e was%
4on can +,onilycez'tairi trees 'i trees with. a fat top the
bark ofwhich may suit the taste or. fancy oft individul
spxirrela.t'
aOecasionaltly r qirrel d da page to newrly p .A ied a .
sprouting ccriring the latter part cf May,: lS9 I
acoompauied Aldo Leopold Itn examIning 'a "Yield of a valuable
'eOW type off hyxbrId seed corn, that was 4usit sproutin~Ap-l
pxiia tey 20E to 3 pexboent of the sprouting seeds were
destroyed. The agroanomi;St* having had siLm ,1r 'losses in
aseaso ns,; susp~e ted hdaeWs rabypaat
j but the manner' in whithekerxel.s we re. dug, indicated3 ro'
d nts and o bse rvations sh oe it to be fox squirrels. r
0rne as' lm~qs t enptire 'row}.¢.s .we'e des w'd1 The corn,: a
~ne r° ~tru, was -eonsidered to .valuable to use other' than
d~reet 10cobrol ,reaauxe .° e daiag ' wras pehp the "result
9of an exceasively large p0$uYatiO~h e the woodlot, as wrell
a ,~ the ' es t of~ the Univers ity farm, had been given com plete,
protection for. a long tl~e. fsitiar damaes ccred
to ordi: ark -ewly planted corn .telds , pOerhaps artif'icial
feel4ing along the woocdland° bord4er woul.d correct it.
A6~ has: been, previo usllyo sead, eornfi.elds borderig
woodlots which cona in high f x squiri'el densities, are
of ten ,draaged. -(ernnieott (4"57 rp. 3 }) speaks' of larc~ o rn-
field in Indianan aiid Illinois as beingdestroyed by fox and
gray squi rrel.s during ,the ye r0 the mast Qrop ha9d failed. o
Even. during norm~al :nut years, a certain amount of
damage isi done to neighboring cornfields . In Iowa, during,
the year 1935-1936, a 2.2 acre -food' patch oif ,comn'was left
stndn .1 o a'' deciduous' fozst sanctvua next toa, 35
;d 14 ol tand -'qf 4fers. Henidrieonor andi Sehlesselnar
p 5 epcrt quirrels to he t1ie moat frequent
vfis l tQ41e.than, f ood p t ,h.' The 'authorw f ound that wild.if e;
° usedt5.4A percent of.6r oa amiauiditotal "yild ofr5 bushels.
'?fls, 'ep rt s of ;particular value beoauxs0: (1' the; area was
~a s4*ictuar a -dthe'4tore probablym onatnod a large squirrel'
a n; r(2)}the er of '35- :x38 vie as grd ab-.
n in~ severe,; and, (3) the time of the e xperimon t was in
the ':l°,w" of the el . he remaining corn was: gathered in
Mlate wintel' thus termianating the experi~0t.
c$uautative data on, the nuznber of' corn .obs found in
Malected Ivoodloto would thrtow some light on -the' damage wild-,
~4~doe .t6 the corn. croa r; or to put ik pVositivsly, would,
<< idicdae the value o o nofields and con food patches to
wildlie.
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A rept of fo sqUirres damaging the pear and apple
cnop in the city of Saginaw igiven b Seton ('29 p. 9 )
Vale as Gane
,he figures di:ua. sed under Population taken from hunt-
nrern, supplement the followin statistics of Baum-
gartner and1 ennitt nd Nagel, and show he alue of the fox
squirre ae a game species
According to the report of Hicks ('38) there were 221,496
squirrelhunters i Ohio who hunted in the state's total
woodland acreage of :5159,882 acres. From these statistics
e densty of squirrel hunters s computed to be 7.01 p
1Undred'a;esi
survey carried on by Baurngartner (1937) showed from
a sample oa 439 hunters, in 27 different counties. that
unters huIted about a total of 3 1/2 days and killed ap-
p oximately 5 squirrels per hunter for the season.
Using the above figures, an average of 5 squirrels
killed per-hunter and 7.01 hunters per 100 acres to re-
main o0 a sustenttive basis, the range ,must produe 35
"h etab qui rrel per 100 acres er year. Statistis
j aa ound by the same author Show that a crippling lossof
t5 p erent normall! eoeurs, or about 1.65 squirrele
are orippled, per 35 :taken. The above statis tics ,coider
both, fox and gray squirrels but, the wtr1~rs f'ound th at by, a
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)46Mth ods of', unt nal
Pehapsa'most 'ox$sq .ir elsa killed in )1iiqhigan: Are taken
ainietl'mlgaeby the aftnall game hne'S. The
nextlax' es t pe onage10.,: ., ndoubt dlyT~accounted r by the
"st Il.hteisan d the repa%1&er y$p eG ializ.ed $squirrel
uitern asing dog s. hi- s ehaaJ o -true for Ohio as
Baumgatnl'(23?p.18ion h olwn ust ued:
64.8 pr ent0f the unte r used 12 gauge shotgun
19.1 . used .22 rifles
7w a.81 " 'rused 16 auge shotgs
6.0Y ,se 0; "ges~tus
1 r0 used 10 guge h tus
r omYthee figures, we fid that a total of, 80 percenit,
rr theah i V e.use turs an sothe spo+ evies iscon-m
yriRde~ ed ! t be- ,po.r,,g auie ,animal.y 
.
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y5 MANAGEM NTPAI MAAG]EMENT$3 TECHNICS
a E 4 0 'put fox icP irr - on a tinagement bas'is, the first
?equsite is the tak , g of the inventories of the existing'
squirrel population and squirrel habitat.
Ideal 'fox squirrel bait~t .consists of a fairly lightly
stockred 'stand of the oa c..ickory forest type species with
MAI 'Of the individ ual trees being 'large cerowned, mature
individuals.{ The ideal. ha bitat' of, the species consists a .
woodlots of not, more than, 40" acres in area, if square, or
S in ay event, woodlote no t morelai60 r 400 yads wid*
Aat its arrowest dimension. Thissize allows the animals to
reap the mximui benefits' from the tedge eff'ect'tt Among
other :things," ideal habitat contains agoQod nu iber of all of
" ~the. toll wing trees well 'distributed throughout the, stand.
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cover,; and -:de'}s).
fo od and dens)}.
~. Hickories (several species for f ood)}.
4. B101 k-walnut (for food)}.s
1M 5. Butternut ( fo r ,f ood).
6 Mulbaerry', (forspingand su nner f ood.
7.4ms(ox uds, eds, bark, a nd dens)
8. Maple (for ,bids, see d, and dn)
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r\ Yz, $n'ubs aid heba ~i$s ruit bearin~g plant of h
$rpunrz paer at" sriodland borders.
ix ° tad itiort the above f'od apecie'st the ideal wood..
lot, has x n ROs~il e a rfil bor4ering' it on1 one orv ax 0,
of the sides. ,
Of' course there&x'e vesr . ewl wdodlots of' the' Kdel1l
nat~ure,K although .a fesw oI the o34 Op4ofings~" of' 8cio Towni
ship approaeh itt. Wle cannot set up our objectives in
squre miagament to attain, this op timu by 1 rather,
we mu st 'place the spec es in the smal1 ni.che ths t is ita 4 e,
and m'ege it aloang ,with the major f ox'm of' oodlot; .utilif
ti h such :as wood production ., acid to a leser. ex1tnt, graz.'
Lu.This can be done~ with no, or, but f'ed, iodifioations
of present foarestry and other l cuse: p aoices .
QX1lRMAiG~TPRC$E
L~eopold (l1%36 p.:' 4) points, out the sequence o ' dme.:
management tL drKo~e' to'~e
19 estriotiou, of' huntingz
2.Predato couaxtrol.
K eervation of'. game lazis,.
. Aztf'iciaJ rep.aenismet ",
5K virome 1 eontrols8.
,, .Restri~tibn of' Hunting
V Incl .de4 udder th~ine h~ading i " the IlSi tat ion$' '
. w
K KK
. +103
eason, the time aid athouS of hunting, and the number f
+quirr6ls bh c n~ej led daily by the individual hunter.
easons in type Lake ta es are limited to but one a year,
w ich is in the fall, and therefote after the rearing season.
SaInom e th $outhern 8t tes the hunting season coincides
with at least 6e of the reproductive Periods.
Iii 4ichigan the bag limit is -5 per day, with the, season
exteridin from October 15 to November 5. This is . satisfac-
tory from the sportsman s point of view, and the squirrel
population seems to be able to withstand the annual hunting
losses. DurIng 1938 there was no open season on either fox
or gray squirrels, and as this is but. a year or two after
the low o the cycle, it will be interesting to know how it
affected the kill of the following season, 1939. Will it
indicate that the season should be closed or that the bag
limit -should be reduced to 2 or 3 squirrels during, the low
years?
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Predator Control
Predator control has no place in squirrel management
fo .as discussed under en eis, predators take only an
occasional individual. A rigid predator control proram
may even be harmful, for predators feed largely on the nonce
game species such as red sq Irrels and chipmunks, which
compete with fox squirrels for food and possibly shelter.
' . .
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Refuges
Refi ges, like those of the other types for farm game,
should be of small size and administered by the individual
land.owner. Small woodlots containing favorite food species,
or portions of larger woodlots of the same nature, and in
instances, kettle holes (Fig. 22), all of which may be used
for feeding grounds, oould well be set aside for refuges.
Fig. 22
A kettle hole, lying adjacent to a cornfield
which was extensively used by squirrels and other
wildlife when feeding on corn
Artificial Replenishment
Artificial replenishment has not as yet been extensively
practiced, and perhaps will and should never be included in
any conservation program. While the species has been suc-.
cessfully raised in captivity, litters are small and the
costs are high (Goodrum, 1937 p. 7--8), Another drawback
lo
to the use of this method would be the, great danger of spread-
ing diese to wild individuals. In good habitats that are
completely depleted it may be advisable to restock with live
trapped indiiduals.
nvir onmental Control
environmental control therefore, offers the greatest
possibilities in squirrel management. Methods for this
phase of manea ement are discussed later.
Cenae ethods u
4 TheZe ar .eight e+nus methods that are feasibj& under
ertn iablecnditions They are: (l the e haustive
trapping athod; ({),the spot count method; (3) the inten-
sive tracking thod' (4) the leaf nest count method (5)
$iat[ ematica computation methods ; (6) the nest examina-
tion method ) g census method; and (8) a combina-
tion of several ®f th above.
The Int'nsive Trapping and Tagging Methods
This is utdoubtedly the most aocurete census method,
but ithas many drawbacks, chief among which are time, cost,
and a high mortality rate. The method is therefore, only
appliable where other data such as sex ratios, behavior,
weights anc movements are also wanted. Its place, there-by
is limited to life history studies and as checks tor other
census methds. Even for these uses, the method has its
drawbacks, as areas of a relativel large size cannot, under
normal oonditions, be exhaust .vely trapped "in a period of
1050'S than twro or three. months.
Luc cess of th .s technic :depends largel y. upon the food'
conditions ,of the woodlot, condition of traps, number of
* . traps, and the, & mount of money anid. time, that can be given
totraping.
er' is 411 o a~ sea ions nmortality factor with wlaich to
co9ntend. Trs have eo ba examined in the' late afternoo
or eveni ng, as 00quirrel's itnot "be ermnitte( to rem ain in
the3gaps overh nt, (Another *.awback is. that it br!ings
a en 'un1 Ural. fo~od suppl Onto the area)'.
dhe Spot :CountMeth,4
n threcording of all: sqiui4're]s, peen pr unit 'time oni a givenA.
a~rea." Lt is of valu~e only on small, open areas, 5 acres.
or, less in size., Even here the accuracy dep"ends' on squirrel.
*aetivity which varies with the " season, time of dad'; weather,
availab~ility of ,food and other~ similapr .faetor s..
.Wen us Ing this matl~d. 'ward sh 1dbe dome - ider compa
rable conditions, and, perhaps' On' re than ona dayl' The
best time to stake a census,,:_n this manner would be din~ing
the first breeding season, which -occurs during JaSzan .At
* this " time squirrels' are the most active, and tend to eon-"
gregatef. 'Also during this -time v isibility is ,very 'good.:
i;
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Th~z 8 .aie' ilwo posbe, waits pof us ing thi's mesthod. One
** .~ ito coi, all^ *4wr8 Aest6 'found, assume that Bcuir-
roes buildc axi *D .e.off4 nests, arid° divide the total
* nuzmber counted by,, this number. Aother method is to Gaunt,
all'used neests i assumie that there is but one used nest
* per squirrel:. Baumgartner (13 ~W)considers this technic.
to be the most practical ;of all methad .« By extensive trap-
ping and tagging m~thod8 he Found -that the number of xse 'leaf'
nests :sequal to the ;adut population. He also points Qut
that the acer j:of the method depends upon' the ability 'of
the Forkcer to find leaf nestsrt disti.nguish winter From
1mme.~ nests, tc separate used from non-used nests, and to
reQOsnize similar nests made, by other species.
r D'Bth types off lef nest censuses, as aeon 'by the Erbr-
white dakta total (p. )showe fair rescults for the oak-
hickory woodlots 'of Southern Iichigan, but, ine the beech'-maple
* woodlote o'f the IOrthville .area ,only. one .ued winter nest;
eras fouz4, on seven wo©odlot , which contained a, total popula-
tioen of aver 20 fox squirrels. Evidently there is an over
abunadance off suitable den8. in these areas ,and, the squirrels4
4preferred them to leaf nests.
Whe :results of a study 'of 9 woodl.ots are given in "the'
>f* s4' folwing table: s ' * * *'**
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Fig. 23
The 1vpultin f o odlo t s as Dete6rmined by-the
L~Ieaf -1'les t cut, M6tho4 an yteEhutive
Tra.pping Method in'Ohio
s
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R 013 2
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0609 60 59
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n. Ne st Examina"tion Method
~Ths technic which ecan be used n the one opc
woadl ot shere dqn tres are' not toe ound, ons isso
recordngallwinter nes ts and examining the more acessibl.e
es . Suirels ocan, be chas ed out ofn0.t s by shaking the
tr'ee, i4 small,c1in~ the tree and sh aking t or by
stiink 'the nest , with. stones. All flushed individ.uals are
reoo dded and tlwetotal population is compute as follws:
Number of fJlished squvirrel s: Number of nes$ts. examined :
Xtotal 'number of leaf' nestsl
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Fig. 24
Examining a winter nest
that was found to con-
tain two young
Examination of two
nests, the lower one
a summer nest and the
other a winter nest.
An adult was flushed
from the winter nest.
No young found
The accuracy of the method depends on: (1) the total
number of nests the stand contains; (2) the number of nests
examined; and (3) weather conditions. It assumes that all
squirrels are in nests, and for this reason should be done
on cold, windy days.
This technic was only used on two occasions, showing
fair population figures in both instances. An examination
pf. nests 4duririg the brooding season showved valuab3i inforana-
t1nQZ.1 the~ :oun ,andfrom ,the, number 'of broods thie popu1aj.
tion can also b-e omputed. Howevrer, it 'i in error in that
it -as suMOz9* a1~ 'e tode are brooding younw
4S 7
Traoeking as a consul ,method can ,be .used' QIIo~lWing snVow
falls' in areas n4on i ig a sparse sqi.rel poplatin 4
This technic howe4 good results under sucoh instances 68'
peci'1t3 when 'donq over apesrioad of several wreeks. The
great 'variation in activity prevents the use: of traoIks 'as',
an Index of, squirr~el abundance.
, ,4
DoQ en su~sMethod.
WGoodrum (1937 p. 501) ha&' used do in 'studying sq irre1
population ot Eastern TIeas ' but Vie; haafui f.t b:& he
val1ue on134 4 dtermining rel atre' abimdarie ,and 6haracter
of q ikirxrel .act Vitt' rUe- terms the rmod 6 A me .spacse area
with hunta~g d 4 tgt Wfitl this method 'tbhnumber of aqui.rr.1'sI
thy 4oF tas are 'rorded~ 4The sxea i's approximated by
aop Zg the leng~j 4f ti it, a to cover it with th4t
r oqujr,,to c4over ~ raet, o~ known area 0f the4 same t~
44 490 's6ia 4ep r s upbjn many,, avr bles. ieto
4 ~ ~ 9~1Q)r'pot~ q~h~i~ q$4rl ih4the us~
d,~, ~. 0n~ a0raz~ ea, thatbhad an estiiiated populat±~n 4
oi: of, 5 suirrels , butt do4 was oil~ ab~e- totr'e ~7or48,g ,
4, ctther experimentt ig 'dcou34 be done On the me~thod befoz 'e
any doo elusions on its ouracy can be draw.
4s.~
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Forestr Pattices
The woodlot has its place in the economy of the farm,
being used chiefly for fuel production and summer pasture.
Its esthetic and recreational value is seldom considered by
the owner. How many of them can rompare a brace of squir-
rels, a sack of hickory nuts, or a bouquet of wild flowers
with the dollar increase of the milk check? Or (for that
matter ) how many individuals can see the ixuportance of
having a wood supply 30 years hence? Straight econoiic& show
that wood6ts can beet be used for the production of forest
products and that its value for pasturage I in most instances
Small.
Overgrazing, if carried on for a ling period of time,
is detrimental to squirrel numbers and ntensive forestry
may in instances also be, Slightly mo#fied forestry
practices, or it together with only light grazing, would
furnish the most ideal squirrel range
Eberwhite Woods a 43 acre area typ cal of Southern
Michigan woodlands has been under intersive forest manage_
ment since 191.7. This stand is composed chiefly of oaks and
hickory with smaller volumes of hard maple elm, cherr
basswood, black walnut. ironwood and ash. Open grown "wolf
trees," chiefly white oak, which are relics of the oak open-
ing da s, are scattered throughout the woodlot. Under the
presenti management plans, the area is divided into 10 equal
compartments, 6f 4.3 acres each, and the entire area is cut.
on a .te#,, year ouitting cycle, with two compa "rtents bpIng
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FrQRI ths 'kI publ±4 k dreotuntth ~sts", Twenty
YeaWN rs or'. ;nnt z{thea T r.wit' d Wodlot by R.A
Pat!~'~Inte ie of Profeass or ,.J
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.ub of Tree .ut- Per Ac re
Size class 191'7- 21 1~2.2 l9i 27- t l 1932-'36
Reproduction 1'+ - '3 147.3 13.38 .26.*0
Small .Poles 4tt 711 18.5 504.2 5.6
Large Pole 0 8' 2 11 3 .7 . 1.4
StandardT'' s 12" +t 2 3" 0 3 .7 . 1.2 .7.
V eter ans -24" over .1a .6 0.d6 .5'
Totals 168.5 140.5 80.5 30.;2*
From these figures wie can see that the number of
ttStandards and Vaterxax1n whioh are the chiefb den trees , j re-
ma4ns fairly . onst*nt ' and in all probability, there wil
be a sufficient number of ens, on the 'area f or~ the. next. 40
Cears . ~I W*to of the fact ,that the woodlot had been. under
kIansagemenit fox 22 yaear the cull percent is estimated tQ
be 20 per'cenit, figure whi;ch also indicates an abundance~
of r dens . Correct selective cutti. methods as practiced. in
the 4k-agedl woodlats of8outhernMichigan do not iecessar'ily
destroy ;quirr ~a1 tat.r.
In the younger' -!odlots frequently of coppice ori'gin',
* ~ .. thereusually is a detfJc envy of sui.table dens,, and squirrels
fecessarily are forced, to use l;eaf nests for shelter and,
protection farom hawks. While :good populations were f ound on
such areas, they were the exoep'tioti rather than the rule.
Nests doo not offer. complete pro.t'ction, from the wmeather,
Farrngto, 193.9, and voiced by Frank Murray of te
School of Forestry and Conservation..
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predators, or bullets. Perhaps the habit of hunters of
shooting through leaf nests, hoping to flush the squirrels
they might contain, is the most important factor in limit-
ing abundance in these areas.
The true conservationist would of course not do this,
and on these lands, one can perhaps rely on leaf nests for
winter shelter. On public shooting grounds, unless well
patrolled, nest boxes, made of hardwood lumber would be of
value. As has been previously discussed under "Dens" it is
not feasible to attempt to develop natural dens.
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Fig. 27
A beech-maple woodlot of
the Northville area.
Food supply is usually
the factor that limits
squirrel abundance in
this type
Fig. 26 *
Eberwhite woods. An area managed
by intensive forestry practices
for 23 years showing a large white
oak "wolf' tree, a veteran of the
original stand, and younger trees
of other species. Note the stand
is sufficiently open to favor
squirrel numbers
1 15
The annual gowth on Ythe 43 acz'4 teVat is cords of
fi rer~wdod :and approxima t83 A,000 board f'eet aof' l mbr'4 per~J
year. N1on.deffective vigorous ,grotwing trees are allowed
to attain a "diameter ot 26 or mark inches before they .arec cu.
,erod figures ilidicate that a 15or 20 acre, wOodlQt
is of a =.sfficent'' ize to be put ona modified tree s,616c-
1wior mak aedn4t lbasi~s d still "rodue a. su.ff'iient qcuai~ti
y * &, of Twner.* Tie diameter limit of 26 inches would seem
y o. ihsure a 0uffioesizt number cf dns. ,.
Can sm all woodlot 11, it is neoeso arj' to ,use .an. individual
tree. 80lectjon ,system,ry in areas of 40h acres oar ,over it
4uybe ad isable' to ue e~sel.ective cutting system :with a.
ive-yar cutting0 cce0 A ten-year cycle wowi.dtake 'too
many" favorabl~e trees, arid 4 Would' decrease the. arvrual growth.
Ininstanlces cutting operatigns can .well favor the more'
valubnut trees sao as .blaci wValinut, butternut ,and the
4hickories, itho4ut a 'a1 lwering the Yincome ob.t~ined.
from' the stand. Anc ocasional ,large crowned tree 'p one of
:ties e spcies, although. of little, value for' lumber , 'shoul& a
bie: left standing. Otheor individuals" of these poeho4
ing oppre'ssed, ntermuediate, oar co-dominant positions in
t e tand may. be fvoredj by release cuttings without lower-
irig 'net .returns at all.
Uc 4 e a~nall where buta fewfo 'od speoe# 'are present
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{ ~iii the etst~d it ia~ Vie: drale ,,Qomak0 "plantings of ntit
~;~b.ab~ccwlt'4h4~strt, 'or, btt ulit yb±f
fe' t be pxr~duetioan. and the value, of the' nuts. 1t would,
Nard1i e ~d' practiO0° o. prn~t thee trees for 'the pr-.
{° a pia pone, ofQ; f) ni ao~~ s~rrl with a food supply.
, r giold nut i 0ier"I valuablA wood, is. faat crowing
La ,his sal1able ;nu ti Which it starts to pr'odtzoe' when the
wh t 'ee tis to ,2O years o034. the use of nuts for plantigs
is3 the cheapst ac_ usually b'eat method, although. occasion-
kill pedlir'i u~ised. Nu~ts hoWld, be planted at~ a depth4
off 1 to 1 l'/? inche s ini pick, moi stP but well drained ground:
r*±e sec~es ; s ±nto10z'arnt and aul&'be planted In open~,
though she tered plaae It growl f farly4 rapid if planted
on~ a suitable site. Baker (1941) foun~d the rate' of .gZQwth
as measured in ventral Indi~a and 0hio' to. be as recorded".
in the followizg 
,table: 
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Gr'owth of' B ad1 WaL1414
rage He ight Diameter Age height Diameter
infetiice in feet in 'inches:
0' 13 1.2 '90 81 23.8
20 35 100''100 25.0
30 5 88 110 84 26.0
40 62 12.5 120 85 26f
,50 6 <15.7 13t0 86 2, 8
00 7 83140 87 28.5
'70 '75 20.6 150h 88 '29. 5
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Thege igures show that some material. large enough for
sa logs hcan be out when the trees are 50 years old; and.
sezy possibly post materiel and firewood can be taken at an.
arlier age. The most de~irable place to plant walnuts is
Lwell-drained swales adjacent to, or in open areas within,
woodlots. Butternut requires approximately the same type of
soil, although it is cot as exacting in its requirements.
The hickories are quite intolerant and should be planted in
well-drained uplands. Chestnut and Chinese chestnut ofrs
soine possibilities ror nut speoies plentings. Both are
hardy in the. ltitude of Ann Arbor although the American
chestnut is attacked by blight. Chinese ches tnut ( Castanea
mollissima) is blight resistant, but the treeis small and
bushy, although it produces good quantities of large nuts.
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,r. Cost of Plantations and Value
It would take approximately 140 lbs. of walnuts to seed
an acre ,using by 4 spacings Ti close spacing would
g p
pehaps' approxmtely care for losses in the young planta-
io Ynd at4 .d the ar+ adequately stocked. Seed could
be gathered near -b trees fr be purchased at a cost of
l# to.3$ per pound. The approximate' cost of planting per
acre would be:
Cost of seed at 2c per lb. 2.80
Cost of furrowing and planting 5.00
Total $7.80
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~h anulCost of administration, rotec'tiponand
t P W b p x . e~ r o _ r a r %roratI ng the costs over the rotation of , 100 years , the
.nta cest 07.80(l.o4) -4 33.0
Ann~a3 cost 30(1.0100).312
1104;2
A T otala t at end of :bhe l.taioxzinclud-
L ing 064% ,interest ' V6:.15P
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dhiseaotnt cou2dbe eali Zed if a volm fl,0
bard feet per, ona tupaevleo 0.0erhus
arg 
a u f 66 0',p r h -were o lot t4 7 Thes e data do not i 'lude the income that
coit fldbe 4ed om thinz. ± hen the a nd i s fromn 0 :o
,q6!9r'ears aoid. }howIever, 'ere -again the fig'ures are siff i-
ociently ac orate tosowtha it is possible to receive ar
9pd a Bonoic r eturn ..on. thein''vestment.,
While the land ,owner is: .uullyUhwillin to plan ahe ad
to 100 yearthe L' u sdo show that such plantin °
located o ;.good siteswil have a value at -the -end of 2
or 3 ears, equal to "or above the* cossnvol.ved.
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dote . Formulae for the above calculations. were taken
from ,IUtt hewa, 1935p 225. ed and Spacin figures are.
from Touuey,1931 pp.1653 and 442. Yield values are. }based
on. present day pries.
4 .y
Fox ,squirrels frequently, use fence rows. as a line of
communi.cation between the home woodlot .and sueb.4 feedin 'areas
ab cornfields and n:ut tree's. Grapes, hazel~nut, greenbr'iar, y
aend iimilar species are frequently ,f +un4, standfig along suc-h
fence rows *While, fence rows are of gr0a t iportan~e to f
cq airrels , t e0±r va~lu 'for other f orms of wildlife should~ .
"alo encourage fence0 pw dvelopmeet,
, . Perbaps tho ea Iee'ta end. quiekest way to ,brin g ab tut fene
rQ B~d veIopmert is 'to prevent them :from bwig grazed or' cute.
io bier tenc ea row ipvemenit that I1n addition has .a hi:gh
j~*~q i~~ ~d sre n protectin the crop of the
ad j a c e n t ' fd e l d s , ' i s t k e l a n t i n g : o f e v e g r pe e n r i n d b re a k s.$e t o . « W sok ' s c p ~ e
Idt "spc rv cedar should be uised. A good faee row:
1osin to food pate 'would; Make food patches' not djacent
t~o the, w'roods of value, to, fox squirrels.
Cost of aer reen, Fence Row veloa menit'
Coat of evergreen' planfi~ngs for fence~ row development
vary wth "the. amount and ind'' ef tock used ad .with thecost
of plant'ing 2-2 stock of tie above spoies is approximately
4 ~$.OO er thousand. $owe 'approxirate 009~ ae
':~ "Cost .of, sto;~ per 100 with spas.~, si~ne rowd?2
Cost of s tock per 100' with 4' 9x 4"spec . : double raw-5
$..f Cost with same spa cing txriple row
Labor wol 1,,:of. course va ry greatly: with the, amount of
plantingto "be dope# type of 4ok .used an d nature of. the
r 80±1 end vegetat in. PO oo nsrvetive aesta would be 2,$
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or. 3Q# per 10.O linear feet. Expenses; of fence row development
co ld .'rot be charged to :wi .ld.fe alone, as the esthetic value
f a $ryhighand sueh plantings o'er protecvtion;tos4a-
j dent f ields , and..a)so there is of ten a good market for
C ri stenas trees$ tha1t could' be thinned out of the stand after
10 tQ 29 yers. This,, s especially so in multiple-row planit-
igs ~where comget.tori for 'fight, is .very great. This. alone
,. %jfte%, s the i&st f plantings and. the interest. ,'As
an p : yi ayb ncesry to thin out a threerow plant-
ing'Q°r Norw y spruce 'after a ye r1od of 15 years, The ,number
that Aho~ld' be ftaken wo®uld be '10 to 20 trees -per l100 fetoff'.
t t
fence row. At*'thy trees are open'grown they would be very,.
aeirbl Xr 0hr.s tmas trees and ;wod dhave a s tumpa e value w
o 3 50. each. 
,4'
Assuming the cost of pX~anting to be $1.00 per 1003 feet ,.
4 ~the 'cos't, including 04 peroent interest would at the end of
15 years be~ 4
~ ~.al0 (1.04), 1.00 (' 1.80) l$180 =cost of
plai' ting r6:thet.end of 15 ears.
The dross ineome at this time woul4 be .10 x .3a 3.50 "
for 10 trees or 20 x .35, = '7.00 f~r 20 trees, leaving ae
return ;of xl.70 and ,.20 respect Lvely ,over and above the
interest on 'the initial, investment.
Wiethe abovef igues do not consider. the coat of up,
4 keep,: they do show that the improvement .would 'pay ,for itsel.
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Fig. 27 Fig. 28
White oak along an excellent
fence row
An isolated black walnut.
Six different fox squirrels
fed extensively on the nuts
of this tree during March
and early Agril
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Fig. 29
A rail fence which offers sufficient cover for fox
squirrels. Restricting grazing would greatly in-
crease its value for other forms of wildlife
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It would be a good policy to have several of these food
patches located in such a way that their crops could be put
on a rotation, using such legumes as 5Qy beans, sweet clover,
alfalfa, yetch, nd QW peas, all of kich are good wildlife
foods.
"9:'r
1.1,.
Whi1+the exact Value offood patches or squress
unknowz t isthought to be very 1high. As preiousl
entiodHend on and 8chlesselman 37 p 236) found
quirrels to be tie most frequent visitorse to a.food
patch that was adjadent to any' oak-hickry oodlot and that
squirrels, togeth rwith other forms df wildtife,]used 5.4
percent of the estimated crop yield ofc84 bushels. Un-
f'ortuately the r mainderwas gathered in late winter, the'
spriod When food patches are ,ofmost value.
Bauingarter (1938 p. 685) found an erage popiation
of ,645 sq4ui±, ,.rels per '100 acres on wijnter-fed areas andoy
Y. por 100 acc'es I woodlots where no winter feeding.was
carred oor g on winter.fed areas was 75
to 90 100 ac while it was 16 to 66 individuals
perrl0Q"acres onr the unfed -rea--This would'Indiate that
s -1 i
a- ood foopc ould be very faoable to surel nbers
uike diret artfeeding, the food supply is
}amore stable and a,1so more 'atrl
Winter ea ng
Th btfiguessho he favorable higher populatioh
brought about by winter feeding, but as stated, the practice
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has its drawbacks. Its practice could well be followed dur-
ing exceptionally cold winters or when the snow is exoeption-
417deep, When, this is done it is best to use ear corn,
impaling t ears oi spikes which are attached to a board.
The board should be nailed to a tree or high st ufp above
11the snow line.
Or'4p iotutkexOo ropa
Crop tatib is h ve both good and bad effe tt on squirrel
abundance When the rop is planted next to a woodlot, it
xeans an additional ppl7 of food, which, because of the way
the *rop is harveste4, 4s oftena ailall1e to late winter and
spring. Consequently woodlots so situate d often have a large
spring population. If, however, the mast crop rails the
following year, and no corn is to be found in the vicinit
of the woodlot, the increased, squirrel population may be
kely, to starve the following winter.
Crop rotations also have their effects on other forms of
wildlife, again both good and bad. Pheasants are more mobile
than squirrels, and for this reasok can ut±. is cornfields
that fox squirrels cannot. However, the locations of such
fields may disseminate pheasant and quail numbers, by the
fact that the birds are often exposed to predators in their
ourneys to and from the field, and mad be unable to make the
long j'urney during unfavorable weather,. Other leas mobile
species such as raccoon and muskrat are unable or do not
prefer to use the far-off cornfields.
Often it .4s possible .to.plani,: rop rotation so that a
' 1 ,Y l IDbfield, of cornis bordering: the *q~dlot .evex~ ear. fl
Southern Mic11igsn the most comm orop rotatiorx is as followes'
.. orn 1 year (s $omet ime stwo)f
Smadl grain 1 year (aome time s twoy)
f;Hay I yex (cif tentwo or t'hree)
Thus the shortest crop' rotation used Is 3 years while'
the l ongesat,, s ixor sevenrea s ' Good land :rose® would acomad
the Planting of ;corn andsal grai'As for but 1 year each and
then .allow the .and to reman in,.some legumipnou , fag crop,
such as olover' or alfalfa for" 2 or possOiy 3 dears. To have
a crnfeldborerng the wcodlot annuallyt would: there-
fore' be ;ineessary to have at least fonr. crop :fields border-
ing the woodlot. Unfoartunately, manyr woodlQts have only one
ortwo oCra p-fie lds bordering t aem. In such cases it is niees-
* ar'~o rely onoorr p~tohe or the R+addi tionat. food
supply. '
' Tie . . 'aps( i ures 2 5,34, and 55) baken~ '
fr m a area mapp ed by J." 'opaercer, sh~wo that the;: bo a-.
t.9ions of at e various fiebdawodl perm it a crop rotation
4 o ©anage suirei.s And other Wil1dlit0 'more su0aOs-
;uIy t "is Cesizabile for several adjoitying land '©iwnra to
cooprerate with e aco at er. 20 acre woodlc t i=a'y be ur-
rounded' by 'lands "of as many as"four individuals;'P ti*UTbArly
in locitieas where farms are ,small. fly ooc~oper at±021'and
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*Proposed Crop Rotation Plan to Benefit
Fox Squirrels and Other Forms of Wildlife 126
Blue = Corn
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Fig. 32
Crops of 1940. Note that all
cornfields are rather iso-
lated. No. 1 is connected to
the cornfield to the north by
a dense fence row. Few squir-
rels used this as a means of
communication. This woodlot
contained a poor squirrel pop-
ulation. Woodlot No. 2 with
no cornfield accessible con-
tained an excellent squirrel
population as did also woodlot
- v-----,-----w-
r~4*
S~ale 3" = mile
A
. 33
3sible distribution of crops as
1941. Note that to place corn-
.lds next to woodlots, it was
Zecessary to deviate from the
aeral rotation plan and that corn-
;ld (A) furnishes a food supply
both woodlots 1 and 2 and that
lies in the close proximity of
Nillow swamp and is therefore a
luable feeding area for pheasants
d possibly quail
Ag r A 7 t d. f/ r/45
~ /4
Figi. )6
This would be the last plan
of a 4 year rotation. A 5 or
more year rotation would re-
quire that above fields given
to alfalfa or clover be al-
lowed to remain in those
crops for 3 to 6 years
'o 9 J- I
.6-rc ' 'f jb
.. p
teK
4t 2A~
Fig. 34 Showing cornfields lying
1942 adjacent to all woodlots.
Note also that the modified rota-
tion allows corn to be planted
in fields situated at a distance
from woodlots and that the total
crop land of the section remains
constant
A A t
e
x~n n ~acoordin81", a dsraly situiated corn f'iel4 a ~b
hia, AA ah year. tr".istanc wte oth~er owners are wUring
to ca' perate;'foo4 pate s 'Offerthe only ~poas41 eltii
of ields adjoiniing the .woodlot. to cary' ,tut :a COMP ;ete1 iota.-
ti.on plani algane. tIhere' is 45Q .,the possibi1ity of t sing a
combinat ion' of both ortop. r Vti plans a4 food p to1ie iith
the food patchess bei ng u sed iU fhb -off "y trs.,
The,' amount, .of gr i~i . taken i s in co mparis on, wi ththe tot4 .
yiel d, a mhl. As mezntioned, they40 os on a .2' 2 cre. cor'n watch,
whidh was ad jaemt to_ a : pak-hio is yr wood t~devergreen
'plan~tation .was, 5,.4 percant of thi® stm .tota4l yield of 88
bushelsor the totem lose of 41/ buses. ThereI is doubt
A less this much corn horally wasted on a J0' or 15 acrm fieldA
noy 'mattr where ±t iSituate r h .;een0onic ]gos "'t A' a
sut of placing of a bornt'ieldAadjacent to. mood i would,'
perh ats' less thian ,one pshe1 per acre. With the use' of' hey
mebanial corn ;l ker, the grin is harveste4 stoon, ftri"f
.ripens. Conseqcuently when this machineis 'usedleep from~
A A Aif of harvestable cerna are :furthxer 'lower.4 th gAeatr
amount of waste ,grain that is the ,result of t4s tuec of thisz
. impleMt favors uqirrel numbers * '
"'Controi ,of Diases F A.....A'AJ
a yeot wie Imow of's . qui~rel disea .s, nd a a'A A:I
course, e "have no way 'of 4ifreetly contr oll} ug thea~ fecords
0seem to: iri*t epidemic dipess occur "IROst frequietlyA
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There are 7 to'. squ irrels round in thre United Sta tes ..
IThee0~ sr $ us nieani e (Lin~) C tesby'ls slack Fox
S irr 1;, Se rsn.aviid S u nis (Howell) }, [azigrove ,Fox Squirrel;
, c:* ie neg lOtu (Gray), 'Northern Vox Squirrel; Sci1urus
*x nb rant (H. H. Bailey)7j Byrant FOX :Sc aireJ Sei un.
ruriventer ( Geoftre) estern Fox Squirrel; Scius n.
to .'txanus (Bachmnan)}, Baehman Ftx $qjuirrel; and Sciurus n.
* lmitis (Baird) , :Texas Fox qurel.
The 7 subspecie s ditther, pr .icipally. i' coloration .and
to some degree in size .thwugb the- latter ;is relativelyim
i important in distinguishing ;bet ween the 'race. For+all ;general'
purposes, the Various subspecies m)ay be separated accoz'ding to
the locality in, which theywere oollected.
The esastern races Beem h be less :abbe to +cope :with
civilization and their, numnbers Wave been, sertiously depleted.
the western and southern r'orms,..hqweveree to .have{ adapted
themselves; very well ;to, the chancens broibht''abou tby oi .ri
4z ation.' neI .raee, rufi venter4io wnieni ohur Mich on~gan i-ox
squir rel.s b .oz g, ha8 pioneered on to and, beoom es~tablilshed
in new areas as' t~ o ,oult or the settlement or thee gauntry.
Fox squirrel's are' primarilyr inhabitanits QI' the ;All3e.
ghenian torest' t ypes,, although, under primitive oond .ti.ons,
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thie animal s resached their peak 'of abun dance i3n the, 4'oak o'petid
ings"' of the prt4ie ®edgeg. Unlike the .r gray re . t .ves .
the species req4res that approximately 20 percenit of their
range be in.~ open lands. With the".;opening of, the cov ryPox
squirrels entered habitats that. formerly beloanged :to. the grayns.
Habitat requirements vary both with the sub-species arid
tt e region, ane individual sub-sp cies is found..
nmportant data on the life history of;, the speiee whceh
are unpulished "are as folldos
*1. There is but °one breeding~ season' for the 3latLtude
of Sou'thern Wisconsin.: Uat least; aid that. it extends
from "December to & ugust (testes of the, male do not
degenerate ).
' 2. The gestation, period is ~poimtl§ days ;
whereas that of gzay squirrels is- 45 days.
3. Thie blind period As about 5 weeks, which: is approxi-
. e.t~ the {same .as that of, the gr'ay sqgxrre.
*t oung are fi r s t ab e' to l eare rthe nest when they
ar weeks old.
The peaks off t eed ig a>otivitlies' are Janiuary and
February and in June ahd Julyi.
6 .,Young born in.pth ing pro~b bly do no t 'breed in
the, s ame H euzritka.
From lettoir~ of :Drs. I, fi. Moss man, of> the Pepp rtinent of
*,. zatamy aria A. ; . XTieholson i of the Fish and Oyrster commnission4 'the State of .Texas, to the; author. ,
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7. Evidence shows that the males at least do not
become sexually mature until sthey are at least
six and possibly eight months old.
8. Most of the very early or very late and intermediate
matings (April ard May) are first matings, probably
of young born very early or very late the preceding
y'ar.
9. One family groiip (the female and young) that I had
:'aer bservadon remained together until the young
weie at least la weeks old instead of 10 or 12
weeks a reported
Obsel ations carried on by the author showed among
other things the toll wing:
S1, There i. a decided preference for woodland edges
n large wo64Igts (assvming a normal daily cruis-
ing range distance of i.0 yards"as the periphery).
In small woodlots the edge preference is not noted
excepting in areas containing a small population
and a limited food supply.
2. In years when the beechnut crop fails, in the
beech-maple forests fox squirrels are largely de-
perdent upon isolated net trees for subsistence
and in these ards such trees should be included
in the management plan.
WMth other things being equal, higher sqi4rnel
populations were to be found in woodlands that had
cornfields adjacent to them.
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4. Z4~4'~s ~otaiixga poor, supply, qirl ol
curneFb'erep .Man to an isolated tood tree,
opnrou
#4though tiey Would. follow fence rows if a selection
o '" the z~ote weepermtitted.
r tiGood~wodlotauf~.ement and squirrel management, can
b c a s on t o t e . - o h p r o e f v r te4u se of t he i  d i v i d ua l t r e e s e le c ti o n s y st e m o r a
modified 'treea selection system with the use off a
cutting cycle:of 5years:.r
6. A15 or 20 acre woodlot, if put on a susetained
yield managemtent plan and kept out of grazing, will
± furnish ,a s'fficient amo 4t ,of wood products to
the owner indefinitely and will also keep squirrel
habitat in a favorable condition.
7., The mai4mum density of the winter population found
was 5 squirrels per acre. This number was recorded
T for only.. one areawhic'h was "smal.
8. The maximum number of fox squirrels found yin a beech -
maple habitat was 7 squirrels per acre and ion
several, wtodlots of this tpe up to 20 acres I.,
sUie,z the species was not found ,at all. .
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